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Abstract

Feature Extraction is a mechanism used to extract key phrases from any given text
documents. This extraction can be weighted, ranked or semantic based. Weighted and
Ranking based feature extraction normally assigns scores to extracted words based on
various heuristics. Highest scoring words are seen as important. Semantic based
extractions normally try to understand word meanings, and words with higher orientation
based on a document context are picked as key features. Weighted and Ranking based
feature extraction approaches are used for creating document summaries that can act as
their representations in the absence of the original documents. However, these two
approaches suffer from some major drawbacks: (1) summaries generated could contain
words that seem irrelevant to the document context, (2) sentences containing some key
words could be eliminated if ranked lower than a given threshold, (3) summaries must be
processed further in order to serve as input for mining algorithms like the Apriori.

This thesis proposes Semantic Partitions (SEM-P) and Enhanced Semantic Partitions
(ESEM-P) algorithms based on the semantic orientation of words in a document. This
partitioning reduces the amount of words required to represent each document as input
for discovering word frequent patterns from a collection of documents, while still
maintaining the semantics of the documents. A weighting and ranking heuristic measure
for each word term in a partition is used in ESEM-P to prune low ranked terms resulting
in improved performance of the ESEM-P over the SEM-P. Identified word frequent
patterns are used to generate a document classification model.

Keywords: Text mining, text information mining, unstructured data mining, feature
extraction,

semantic

orientation,

text

classification,

semantic

partitions,

summarization.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
The world has accepted computers as the best means for storing information. This is due
to the fact that it is very easy to save data, it is convenient, any one with access to a
computer can do it, and most importantly, information stored can be shared among many
users, or transferred to other locations. However, as more text documents are stored in
large databases, it becomes a huge challenge to understand hidden patterns or
relationships between the stored documents. Since text data are not in numerical format,
they cannot be analyzed with statistical methods.

Various mechanisms have been proposed for analyzing textual data. These include,
clustering algorithms that classify documents into a constant number (k) of distinct
clusters (Krishna and Krishnapuram, 2001). This becomes a problem when the text
documents themselves do not fit into these k clusters. Categorization is another approach
that has been used (Bekkerman and Allan, 2003), where predefined classes are given. A
scan performed on source documents assigns each document to the class that best
represents it. This approach fits only domain-specific environments, thus documents that
do not have predefined categories are not analyzed.

Probabilistic models assign various weights to different words in a document (Meir and
Zhang, 2003), but some core key words with low occurrence or frequency end up getting
the lowest probabilistic measure leading to poor analysis. Association rules have also
been used in creating text summaries. However, the algorithms used are based on the
traditional Apriori-like structure that normally performs recursive scans on the entire
database to get frequent items. This was proved to be slow and inefficient in (Zaiane and
Antonie, 2002).

1
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1.2 Text Information Mining
Text mining is the discovery of not yet known information from different written sources,
i.e. text documents. The goal is to be able to link together related documents based on
their context. Text mining is different from classic data mining in that natural language
text like, letters, journals, books and emails are the initial texts to be mined. These texts
have to undergo some preprocessing stages before the actual mining procedure is done,
(Hearst, 1997).

Why Text Mining
Researchers for decades have been concentrating on discovering knowledge from
structured datasets, however, much of business and government data are stored in textual
format and there is a growing need to understand this data. Various mechanisms have
been used for mining knowledge from text including, Information retrieval (Salton et al.,
1996, Stairmand, 1997, Eiron and McCurley, 2003). Information extraction (Turney,
2002, Chuang and Yang, 2000, Kotcz et al., 2001, Yonatan et al., 2001, McDonald and
Chen, 2002, Mooney and Bunescu, 2005). Text clustering (Baker and McCallum, 1998,
Nomoto and Matsumoto, 2001, Han et al., 2003, Zhai et al., 2004). Text summarization
(Hahn and Mani, 2000, Gong and Liu, 2001, Hu and Liu, 2004, Okumura et al.,2004, Mei
and Zhai, 2005). Text Classification (Huang et al., 2004, Castillo and Serrano, 2004), and
Association Mining (Holt and Chung, 1999, 2005, Lin and Pantel, 2001, Nahm and
Mooney, 2002, Zaiane and Antonie, 2002, Sakurai and Suyama, 2004).

1.2.1 Information Retrieval
Having a collection of documents, one would like to find documents related to a certain
topic. A query is normally submitted to the database and the documents that are evaluated
as having some relevance to the submitted query are retrieved, (Eiron and McCurley,
2003). These retrieved documents are normally indexed with a relevance measure where
the highest ranked documents are displayed first. An example of such an information
retrieval system is the popular “Google” website (Dakova, 2006).

2
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Figure 1.2.1 shows an information retrieval sample after the query “Text information
mining” is given as the search key. Documents online that contain any of the terms in the
search key are retrieved.
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Figure 1.2.1: An Information Retrieval Procedure.

1.2.2 Text Extraction
This is the process of identifying specific pieces of data from text documents then
extracting it, (Mooney and Bunescu, 2005). This is also referred to as information
extraction. One type of information extraction is the named entity recognition described
in (Patman and Thompson, 2003) and (Bikel et. al., 1999, Bunescu et al., 2005) where
references to particular objects such as names, companies, locations from texts are
identified and then extracted.

3
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Several predefined patterns are involved in information extraction, (Sukhahuta and
Smith, 2001), these patterns are seen as triggers. That is, if certain terms are found in text,
then they trigger an extraction pattern. Sample trigger terms described in (Riloff, 1999)
include: “is a”, “with”, “by”, “o f ’, etc. Now a trigger pattern looks like this; <Subject> is
a <subject>, <Subject> by < Subject>, or <Subject> with <Subject> each of the subjects
are terms extracted from text, due to the presence of a trigger term.

For example, using the text segment in Figure 1.2.2, suppose the above three patterns are
used for text extraction, then the words in Figure 1.2.2.1 are identified as subjects and
extracted. These terms are then analyzed depending on users’ needs.
What is backpropagation?” Backpropagation is a neural network
learning algorithm. The field o f neural networks was originally
kindled by psychologists and neurologists who sought to develop
and test computational analogues o f neurons. Roughly speaking,
a neural network is a set o f connected input/output units where
each connection has a w eight associated with it. During the learning
phase, the network learns by adjusting the weights so as to predict
the correct class label o f the input samples. Neural network
learning is also referred to as connectionist learning due to the
connections between units.

Figure 1.2.2: Sample Paragraph in a Text Document

Backpropagation, neural, network, learning, algorithm,
psychologists, neurologists, neurons, connected, input, output, units,
adjusting, weights, samples, connectionist, learning

Figure 1.2.2.1: Final Extracted Words from Text Document in Figure 1.2.2

1.2.3 Text Summarization
Summarization is the process of obtaining the most important information of a document,
(Sengupta et al., 2004). This obtained information is much smaller in content than the
original document and therefore referred to as a document summary. There are two
techniques used in summarization. The first method is extraction based approach as
described in (Okumura et al., 2004), where only contents extracted from a document are

4
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used to create a summary. The second method uses abstraction (Hu and Liu, 2004), some
of the contents used in creating the summary do not come from the original document
instead, they are selected from predefined sets of vocabulary that act as summary
enhancements.

First documents are identified with a certain predefined set of known document types,
(Brandow et al, 1995), this includes, {headlines, outlines, minutes, biography,
chronologies etc}. Given the genre of the document, key sentences are identified.
Using the summarization described in (Kupiec et al., 1995), the text segment in Fig 1.2.2
is summarized as follows;

Sentence lengths are identified, the sentences with a length greater than five is seen as
potential for inclusion in a summary. There are 5 sentences; S = {SI, S2, S3, S4, S5} in
Figure 1.2.2, each having the following recorded lengths |S1| = 7, |S2| = 13, |S3| = 12, |S4|
= 13, |S5| = 9. The top ranking sentences are then selected from the set S, S’ = {S2, S3,
S4}. Using the discourse marker in (Marcu, 1999) further discussed in section 2, S3, and
S4 are further evaluated. The

character is seen as a sentence divider and one part of

the sentence is seen as a nucleus and the other part is a satellite (Marcu, 1999). The final
summary will contain parts of S3 and S4 as seen in Figure 1.2.3.

A neural network is a set o f connected input/output units where
each connection has a w eight associated to it. The network
learns by adjusting the weights so as to be able to predict the
correct class label o f input samples.

Figurel.2.3: Final summary o f Text Segment in Figure 1.2.2.

1.2.4 Text Classification
Given predefined classes, classification is the process of assigning appropriate classes to
subsets of a database also called supervised learning, (Huang et al., 2004). A
classification model is normally generated using parts (samples) of a database; this is
normally called the training data set, (Yu et al., 2003). The remaining portions of the

5
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database are classified using the training set; this portion is normally referred to as testing
set. The accuracy of the classification model depends on how well the testing data is
classified using the generated classification model.
Various methods are used in developing classification models and these include decision
trees described by (Chickering et al., 1997), Naives Bayesian in (Good, 1965, Calvo et
al., 2004), distance based algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) in
(Vapnik, 1995).

Text Classification with Naive Bayesian Theory, (Calvo et al., 2004).
Let there be a set C of predefined classes, C = {C ,, C2, C3}, and each C, is composed of
predefined set of terms , C, = {t] ,t2

tm}, where m is the number of terms in each C ,.

Given a document d, d is to be classified as either in C,, C2 or C3 using posterior
probabilitity, Pr( dt \ c,). This is the probability that a document di and a class ci occur
together. This is calculated as; Pr( ci \dt ) = p( d{ \ cl )p( c,) / p(d) where c, is a class and
<7, is the document. If d is taken to be the text paragraph in Figure 1.2.2, and C, =
{neural}, C2 = {networks}, and C3 = {computing}, then classification is carried out as
follows.

First preprocessing is done by removing stop words where common words such as {the,
an, a, an, of, was, by etc.,} are eliminated. The remaining list of words together with their
frequency count is; {backpropagation 2, neural/neurons 4, networks 4, learning 3,
algorithm 1, field 1, originally 1, kindled 1 ............... ,weights 1}. Total number of words
remaining in d is taken as 55. The number of times d contains any of the terms in the
three predefined classes is recorded as follows;

P( w, | neural) = p(neural | wj ) p(neural) / p( wj )
= (3/55) (50/100) = 0.0273
P( w, i| networks) = p(networks | w,) p(networks) / p( wt)

6
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= (4/55) (50/100) = .0364
P( w, | computing) = p(computing | w,) p(computing) / p( wi)
= 0(.5) = 0
P(computing), p(neural) and p(networks) are prior probabilities estimated from a training
set, in this example 50% prior probability is used. The document is assigned to category
C, and C2 as their posterior probability is greater than zero.

1.2.5 Text Clustering
Clustering is the process of grouping objects into classes with similar components (Zhang
et al., 2002, Han et al., 2003). A collection of data objects that are similar is called a
cluster. In machine learning clustering is referred to as unsupervised learning; there are
no predefined classes or training labels used. More often, clustering is known as learning
by observation (Krishna and Krishnapuram, 2001).

In Text Information Mining, documents are represented as a data matrix such that if there
are n number of documents to be clustered, and each is represented by m terms, an m x n
matrix is created. Figure 1.2.4. shows a representation of n documents with m terms each.
{m terms}

{n documents}

Figure 1.2.4: A Sample Term Matrix
The most common method for data clustering is the k-means clustering (Nomoto and
Masumoto, 2001), k represents the number of clusters to be generated after the clustering
procedure is done.
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Neural networks involve long training times and are therefore more
suitable for applications where this is feasible. They require
a num ber o f parameters for applications where this is feasible. They
require a num ber o f parameters that are typically best determined
empirically, such as the network topology or “structure.” Neural
networks have been criticized for their poor interpretability, since
it is difficult for humans to interpret the symbolic meaning
behind the learned weights. These features initially made neural
networks less desirable for data mining. Advantages o f neural
networks, however, include their high tolerance to noisy data as
well as their ability to classify patterns on which they have not
been trained. In addition, several algorithms have recently been
developed for the extraction o f rules from trained neural networks.
These factors contribute towards the usefulness o f neural networks
for classification in data mining.

Figure 1.2.5: A Sample Text Document to be Clustered
Suppose a data set has 3 dimensions and the cluster has 2 points x, y and a centroid z;
x = (xx,x2,x3) , y = ( y x, y 2, y 3) m d z = ( z x, z2, z3). z, = (x, + y x)/2, z2 = ( x 2 + y 2)/2, z3 =
(x3 + y3)/2. The cluster centroid is randomly selected, each point in the matrix is assigned
to the nearest cluster center and then a new centroid for each cluster is recalculated using
the new cluster member values. For example, using Figure 1.2.2 and Figure 1.2.5 as two
text documents, the frequencies of the highly occurring words in both documents are
recorded in Table 1.1, (Krishna and Krishnapuram, 2001).
Terms

Frequency

Neurons
Networks
Learning
Backpropagation
Algorithm

7
5
3
2
1

Table 1.1: Highly occurring Terms in Figure 1.2.2 and Figure 1.2.5

These words are picked to represent each document in a frequency matrix [2 x 5 ],
Document 1 (fi?,) = 5 4 3 2 1 and Document2 ( d 2) = 6 6 0 3 2, using Euclidean distance
measure defined as; d(i, j) =

( X I - Yj) 2 . Let X t , X ; = dx, d2 respectively, and
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suppose one wants to cluster the docum ent in tw o
picked to represent the centroids for both

x,

XJ

_ 5

6 —

Ci

and

clusters,

C ,, and C2, random num bers are

C2, as show n below ;

c,

c2

"3

1_

4

6

3

1

3

0

3

1

2

3

3

1

1

2

3

1

Table 1.1.2: Matrix Representation o f Sentences and Clusters C, and C2.

Then the distances between the colum ns in Table 1.1.2 is calculated as follow s;

d ( X l,Cl) = (5 - 3 ) 2 + ( 4 - 3 ) 2 + ( 3 - 3 ) 2 + ( 2 - 3 ) 2 + ( l - 3 ) 2 = 7 4 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 4 = VlO
d ( X l,C2) = ( 6 - 3 ) 2 + ( 6 - 3 ) 2 + ( 0 - 3 ) 2 + ( 3 - 3 ) 2 + ( 2 - 3 ) 2 = 79 + 9 + 9 + 1+ 1 = 728
d ( X j , C 1) = (5 - 1)2 + (4 - 1)2 + (3 - 1)2 + (2 - 1)2 + (1 - 1)2 = 716 + 9 + 4 + 1 + 10 =
d ( X j , C 2) = (6 - l ) 2 + ( 6 - l ) 2 + ( 0 - l ) 2 + ( 3 - l ) 2 + (2 - 1)2 = 725 + 25 + 1 + 4 + 1 = 756
D i represents the ith iteration in distance measure between a data set and a cluster
centroid w hile C, represents the clustering allocated for the ith iteration. For example,

D0 in Table 1.1.3 show s the first calculation o f differences in distances between columns
in Table 1.1.2. C0 represents the first clusters assigned to the documents.

A = 7 10 728

7 30 7 56

=

3.16 5.29

c 0= l

5.48 7.48

0

l

= group 1

0

= group 2

Table 1.1.3: The first Distance Calculation ( Dn) Generating ( C0)
Based on the minimum distance, only one cluster is assigned to both documents.
Recalculating the new centroid in each group is then done, in this case the centroid at
group 2 remains unchanged at (1, 1, 1, 1, l)as no objects are assigned to it, but the new
centroid for group 1 has changed as follows; C2 = ((5+6)/2, (4+6)/2, (3+0)/2, (2+3)/2,
(l+2)/2) = (11/2, 10/2, 3/2, 5/2, 3/2).

Now after recomputing the centroids, the

documents are assigned to new centroid as shown on Table 1.1.4.
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A = 7.0171
5.48

6.325

0

c ,=

7.48

1

1

= group 1

°_

= group 2

Table 1.1.4: The Second Distance Calculation (D l) Generating (C l)

New centroid for group I is recomputed, this re-computation of cluster centroid continues
until each group member remains unchanged.
1.2.6 Association Rules
Association rules have been used extensively in data mining research where transactions
are stored in a structured database, see Table 1.2. Associations among these different
transactions are discovered through association algorithms which are based on the
original Apriori (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) and frequent pattern trees in (Han et al.,
2000). Rules of the form x -> y are generated where both x and y are subsets of the
database but x ^ y .

Item -sets

TID
TID1
TID 2

E ggs, M ilk, Bread
M ilk, E gg, Bread

TIDn

Table 1.2: A Structured Database with Unique Transaction Ids.

Extracting the commonly occurring itemsets in the different transactions normally
generates association rules. For example, if several transactions contain milk, bread and
eggs, then a rule of the form {milk,bread} -> {eggs} can be generated. This is some kind
of market basket analysis where a prediction can be made that whenever a customer
purchases milk and bread, then there is a high possibility that they will also buy eggs. In
marketing analysis, keeping the three items closer in a grocery store could increase sales.
In text information mining the same relations can be identified from different documents,
(Zaiane and Osmar, 2002; Phan et, al 2005). First data preprocessing is done by removing
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stop words and stemming, normally the porters stemming algorithm described in
(Rijsbergen et.al, 1980) is used to remove suffixes of related words and having a single
word as the representation. For example, having a set of words S, S = {consider,
considerably, considered}, all the words in S share the same prefix “consider”. The
stemming algorithm identifies suffixes of the form {ably, ered, ies, ation etc.}. When
stemming is applied to S, all these suffixes are removed and one word is left to represent
the entire set S.

A document Dx with n sets of words is represented as a transaction. Z), = {w,, w2,.. wn}.
The words w, to wn are the itemsets in the transaction. Just like in a market transaction,
the document is represented with a unique ID.

For example, using the text extraction patterns described in section 1.2.2, if three terms
are selected to represent each of the text segments in Fig 1.2.2 and Fig 1.2.5; dl and d2
respectively, then dx = {neural, networks, learning} d2 = {networks, topology, neural}.
This forms the transaction table in Table 1.3.
D ocum ent ID

Item set 1

Item set2

Itemset3

Dl

N eural

N etw ork

Learning

D2

N etw ork

T o p ology

N eural

Table 1.3: Transaction representations o f text segments in Fig 1.2.2 and Fig 1.2.5

Using the Apriori algorithm in (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994), Table 1.3 can now be mined.
First scan of the transactions results to Table 1.4.1, where each itemset is matched with
its frequency count in the entire transaction set. If minimum support = 2, with the total
number of itemsets in the transactions as 5, the percentage support is 2/5 = 40%. Table
1.4.2 shows the itemsets with support > minimum support, this isZ ,. C2 is generated by
performing a join of Lxwith itself, see Table 1.4.3, L2 is the set with minimum support
from C2 as seen on Table 1.4.4.
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Item set C ,

Support Count

Neural

3

N etw ork

3

Learning

1

T op ology

1

A dvantages

1

Item set Lx

S u p p o rtC o u n t

Neural

3

N etw orks

3

Table 1.4.2: Itemsets with minimum support

Table 1.4.1: Itemsets generating C,

Item set Cx

S u p p o r tc o u n t

N eural netw orks

3

Item set

t

S u p p o r tc o u n t

L ‘ ~>

Neural networks

3

Table 1.4.4: Generating L 2 from C 2

Table 1.4.3: C, generated from i,

Finally L = {Lx u L2} = {{neural, network} u {neural network}}, the following rule is
then derived; neural

networks.

1.3 The Motivation of Thesis
Text extraction serves as the baseline for input to all the other text information mining
methods described in section 1.2. However, there is a huge challenge as to how sentence
segments should be extracted from text for them to yield important information about the
original document. At the same time, when a segment is extracted, can it be combined
with other extracted segments to form a document summary?, (Chuang et. al., 2000).
Since documents are not structured in a standard way, does structuring the data before
extraction of features make the procedure more feasible? These are some of the important
questions that are addressed by (Mooney and Bunescu, 2005).

Accuracy in feature selection is regarded as one criteria for measuring a textsummarization mechanism (Forman, 2003). If a user looks at extracted document
segments, they should be able to infer what would be the real context of the original text.
Any system that provides such knowledge would be ideal for text information mining.
However, present systems are not able to handle documents from multiple sources as they
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are mostly domain specific, and do not generate meaningful and timely information,
(Hahn and Mani, 2000).

For a document summary to represent an original document, the semantics in the
summary should be a component of the original document. Terms that are closer in
meaning should be grouped in the same summary. Various studies have been done on
summarization using lexical analysis by (Silber and McCoy, 2000 ), discovery of rules by
understanding the lexical knowledge in the document (Sakurai and Suyama, 2000) and
using semantic orientation of document segments in (Turney and Littman, 2003).

Redundancy is another huge problem for document summaries. Various researchers have
introduced weighting measures and ranking mechanisms to deal with this problem (Gong
and Liu, 2001; Kotcz et. al., 2001; McDonald and Chen, 2002). Terms scoring lower than
predefined thresholds are seen as redundant and therefore eliminated.

In traditional databases, the Apriori approach in (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) was the
foundation of many rule-generation algorithms. It was originally designed for identifying
frequent patterns in structured data. Apriori requires several scans of the entire database
thereby taking up more processing power and memory. This leads to much inefficiency.
Improvements to the Apriori approach could still lead to generation of frequent patterns
in text documents (Holt and Chung, 1991; Zaiane and Antonia, 2002; Phan et. al., 2005).

The final rules in both data mining and text mining do not have any linkage to the
original transactions. For example, if a rule such as {A,B,C ->D} is generated, this rule
clearly shows that all the four itemsets must be frequent but, the transactions which they
come from are not given. In market basket analysis, this aspect might not be necessary,
however in text information mining, the original source of a frequent itemset could be
useful in assigning concepts to different documents, and this would normally form a
linkage between documents with same amount of frequent itemsets.
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By combining feature extraction, summarization and association rule mechanisms, a
robust system that provides text understanding by linking together documents that are
identified as having some common grounds could be developed. Feature extraction could
be used to identify unique terms in a document; these terms could serve as the document
summary. Words in such a summary can be used to represent a document in a transaction
database. Several such summaries from different documents could be applied to a data
mining algorithm such the Apriori described in (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994), thereby
finding associations between different documents.

The major problem with text information mining is the amount of words that are to be
processed, but this could be significantly reduced when subsets of the documents are
used. Summarization with weighting and ranking mechanisms appear to be more
promising in eliminating redundant words. However, existing weighting and ranking
algorithms do not consider semantic orientation of words and therefore suffer from the
following drawbacks: (1) summaries generated could contain words that seem irrelevant
to the understanding of the document context; (2) key words in a document could be
eliminated if a sentence containing these words is ranked lower than a given threshold;
(3) if summaries are to serve as input for mining algorithms like the Apriori, then further
processing of each summary must be done as a summary is often not structured like a
relational database transaction.

This thesis proposes Semantic Partitions (SEM-P) and Enhanced Semantic Partitions
(ESEM-P) algorithms based on the semantic orientation of words in a document. This
partitioning reduces the amount of words required to represent a document as input for
discovery of frequent patterns while still maintaining the semantics of a document. A
weighting and ranking heuristic measure for each term in a partition is used in ESEM-P
to prune low ranked terms resulting in improved performance on the ESEM-P over the
SEM-P.

Identified frequent patterns generate concept hierarchies and hash map

identifiers for visualization purposes.
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1.4 The Thesis Contribution
Given a collection of text documents t, the thesis proposes two algorithms for text
information mining based on frequent pattern generations. The main aim is to be able to
find associations between the documents in t using the Apriori algorithm, (Agrawal and
Srikant, 1994). However, a huge challenge exists when dealing with text documents since
text documents must undergo several preprocessing stages before any actual mining can
be done.

This thesis contributes to the text information mining problem as follows;
1. Providing a new system that links together text documents based on their
semantic content.
2. Providing a structured representation of a text document that portrays the exact
semantic content of a document. This structure acts as a document summary.
3. The structured summaries in (2) serves as individual items in a transaction
dataset.
4. Unlike other systems, the proposed system contains much fewer words per
document leading to improved computation time and storage space.
5. Identifying frequent patterns from related documents then generating concept
hierarchies that act as classification models.
6. Documents containing frequent patterns in (5) are represented in a Hashmap
identifier for visualization purposes.
Using a natural language process described in (Brill, 1992), understanding the part of
speech for each word in a document is done. Unlike the classification system used by (Hu
and Liu, 2004) where customer reviews are grouped based on specific adjectives in
sentences, the proposed system uses words identified as nouns. The WordNet ontology
described in (Miller, 1995) is used to retrieve the meanings of each noun, (semantics).
Words found to have similar meanings are said to be semantically related and therefore
form semantic partitions. No two semantic partitions in the same document can have the
same elements. For example, let SI and S2 be two semantic partitions for a certain
document D. SI = {tl,t2,t3} and S2 = {wl,w2,w3}, all terms ti in SI are semantically
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related, no term ti exists in S2 unless ti = wi and {SI} = {S2}. Therefore SI and S2 must
be distinct.

Using semantic partitions greatly reduces the amount of words processed by the Apriori
algorithm resulting in reduced computation time in comparison to the categorizer
algorithm described in (Zaiane and Antonie, 2002) which finds associations between
documents. The proposed algorithms will be faster, less expensive and more scalable
compared to related text mining algorithms discussed in the literature that are mostly
domain specific (Gong and Liu, 2001, Zaiane and Antonie, 2002, Hu and Liu, 2004,
Mooney and Califf, 2005).

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews existing works on test
information mining. Detailed description of the proposed algorithms is presented in
chapter 3. Implementation and testing details are in Chapter 4 and the conclusions and
discussions on future works are presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2: RELATED WORKS
In this chapter, algorithms that have explored the text information mining are reviewed.
The review consists of algorithms of four different structures which include; extraction
based, (Chuang and Yang, 2000, Yonatan et. al., 2001, Castillo and Serrano, 2004,
Mooney and Califf, 2005), ranking and weighting, (Gong and Liu, 2001, Kotcz et.
al,2001, McDonald and Chen, 2002), lexical and semantic Analysis in (Silber and
McCoy, 2000, Tumey and Littman, 2003, Sakurai and Suyama, 2004) and association
based in (Holt and Chung, 1999, Zaiane and Antonia, 2002, Kongthon, 2004).

2.1 Feature Extraction Algorithms
There is a huge challenge as to how sentence segments should be extracted from text for
them to yield important information about the original document. When a segment is
extracted, can it be combined with other extracted segments to form a document
summary? “A summary will not be as good as an abstract”, (Chuang and Yang, 2000).
Since documents are not structured in a standard way, does structuring the data before
extraction of features make the procedure more feasible? All these are some of the
questions asked by researchers trying to understand text documents (Chuang and Yang,
2000, Yonatan et. al., 2001, Castillo and Serrano, 2004, Mooney and Califf, 2005).

2.1.1 Cue Markers
An automatic text summarizer was developed by (Chuang and Yang, 2000). They
proposed a method that used cue markers in extracting segments from sentences and by
providing a set of key words; segments that include those key words were used to create a
document summary.

First a sentence was identified as having different segments called clauses. Special
phrases described in (Marcu, 1996) as “cue markers” were used to identify the different
segments in a sentence. The phrases include words like words like; “there is”, “but”,
“because”, “i f ’, “however”, “with” etc. The idea is to understand what parts of a sentence
can be understood if separated from the other parts of a sentence. Cue markers act as a
splitting spot for any sentence.
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For example, the first sentence in Figure 2.1.1 can be split into two segments SI, and S2.
The first segment S1 contains, [with the fast growing popularity of the internet and the
worldwide web also known as {“www” or the “web”}] and second segment S2 contains
[there is also a fast growing demand for web access to databases]. The splitting spot is
identified by the presence of the words “there is” in the middle of the sentence. Further
evaluation of the two segments S1 and S2 is done to identify any more special phrases in
each individual segment. SI contains the word “with” and no special phrase is identified
in S2. SI is seen as the subordinate of S2 due to the presence of the word “with” in SI,
(Marcu, 1996). A subordinate segment is called a satellite and is seen as a description of
another segment, SI is the satellite. S2 is the segment being described in SI and is
referred to as a nucleus.

A nucleus is taken as the main part of a sentence and can

therefore act as a representation of the entire sentence.

Several relations between segments in a document are then formed based on what phrases
are present in a segment; these relations are called “rhetoric relations”. A relation r is
defined as r(name,satellite,nucleus), where name is the relation formed between two
segments, satellite represents the segment containing a cue marker and nucleus is the
segment that does not contain any cue marker. The presence of the words such as ’’with”
and “however” forms a justification relation. From the segments SI and S2, a relation r is
formed as; r(justification, si, s2).

More relations as described in (Marcu, 1996) includes thesis and antithesis; the antithesis
relation identifies the presence of a word such as ’’but”, “problem”, “difficult” and
“impossible” in a segment. A thesis relation is identified by the presence of words such as
“in support” in a segment.

With the fast growing popularity o f the internet and the world wide web also known as {(“w w w ” or the“web”)}
there is also a fast growing demand for web access to databases. However, it is especially difficult to use
relational database management {(R D B M S)} software with the web. One o f the problems with using RD BM S
software on the web is the protocols used to communicate in the web with the protocols used to communicate
with R D BM S software.

Figure 2.1.1: A Text Segment Adapted from (Chuang and Yang, 2000).
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[ W ith the fast grow in g popularity o f the internet and the w orld w ide w eb also know n as {(“w w w ” or
the“w eb ”)} 1], [ there is also a fast grow ing demand for w eb a ccess to databases 2 ], [H ow ever, it is
esp ecia lly difficu lt to use relational database m anagem ent {(R D B M S )} softw are w ith the w eb 3].
[ One o f the problem s w ith using R D B M S softw are on the w eb is the protocols used to com m unicate
in the w eb w ith the protocols used to com m unicate w ith R D B M S software 4].

Figure 2.1.2: Decomposition of Sentences in Figure 2.1.1 into Individual Segments
Figure 2.1.2 shows the identified segments of the original text in Figure 2.1.1. Each
segment is given a numerical number. The second and third sentences are not segmented
individually as no splitting spots are identified.

The following relations are then

developed between all the identified segments; Trustification, 1,2), r(antithesis, 3,2),
r(antithesis, 4,2), r(antithesis, 4,1), and r(antithesis, 3, 1).
Several facts about a segment identified as a nucleus are maintained in a feature vector. A
feature vector f = < PO, WF, BW, CS, CN> where PO = Position of a segment in the
original document, WF = Word frequency in a segment, BW = Bonus Words; (predefined
set of words), CS =No of times a segment appears as a satellite and CN = Number of
times a segment appears as a nucleus. The segments with highest scoring vectors are used
to create a summary. If bonus words BW = {WWW, web, RDBMS}, a feature vector Fj
represents the entries for a segment i. Using Figure 2.1.2, if i = 4, then / 4 = <1,4,4,2,0>
= 11, i = 2 then f 2 = <1,3,3,0,3> = 10. The other two segments are disqualified as they
do not contain any of the words in set BW.

Problem with this algorithm:
This method suffers in three main areas: (1) it is limited to a certain domain of the
supplied key words and does not scale well to documents with varying topics, (2) it is not
that obvious how predefined set of words; (bonus words) are to be supplied, one has to
know the contents of the documents to know what would be seen as a feature necessary
to be picked as a bonus words, and (3) if a bonus word is not found in a document, this
could lead to discriminating segments that might be core to the meaning of a text
document.
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2.1.2 ClearStudio
ClearStudio was proposed by (Yonatan et. al, 2001), a system for mining text through
information extraction. The system includes rules for defining important features to be
extracted from a document. These features include events, facts and words with meaning
within the extraction domain.
The system consists of several steps:
1. For each document, extraction is performed. This extraction aims at identifying
events, facts and any words that have some kind of meaning to the document
domain.

Example of such an event would be a management change in an

organization, an example is given below.
Rules used to discover special events in a document are developed using DIAL
(Declarative Information Analysis Language), a language developed in (Fisher et. al
1995) for information extraction purposes.
Basic Elements in DIAL:
The language is designed to capture sequences and patterns from text. The language
identifies elements like:
1. Predefined sets of strings.
An example of predefined strings is {“merger”, “union”, “collaboration”}.
2. Word Class elements: Predefined sets of phrases that share semantic meaning.
An example, WC-States, this would hold a list of all states in the US.
3. ASCII characters for example HTML tags would be captured with
@HTMLTAG, and capital letters with @capital.
4. Compound features: This would include a combination of several features
including the above three. For example, Ohio State would match the @Capital
and WC-States.
5. Recursion is applied to capture all predefined features.
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Rule Definition as Created with ClearStudio:
Let P={P1, P2, ..Pn} be a set of Patterns defined using DIAL, and N be a set of
constraints operating on elements in P. Each i element in N = {Nij}, a set of constrains
operating on Pj. A rule R is defined as a conjuction of clauses Ci = Bi->Hi, where
elements in B are sets of literals from P and H is a head such that H is implied by
conjunction of the literals in B and satisfying constraints in N. For example, suppose one
wants to retrieve information about companies merging activities. Then, a rule must be
developed for automatic identification of key elements regarding mergers. A sample of
such a rule is:
Merger(Cl,C2):-Company(Compl) “and “ Company(Comp2),
WC-Merger(Merger),
VerifvtCompl. !@personName).
Verifty(Comp2, !@personName).

The above rule looks for two company names Cl and C2, it also looks for a word
“merger” in a set of predefined words WC-Merger. The constraint is that the company
names are not people’s names.

2.1.3 Rapier and DiscoTex Methods
The same rule based approach was taken by (Califf and Mooney, 2003) in the Rapier
system. The idea is to have a set of documents and a predefined structure called template,
the system extracts words from the documents and fills the template with these words.
The words extracted are called Slot Fillers (Fillers). To be able to extract these fillers,
some information are expected of the surroundings of the filler in the underlying text
document, and these are seen as patterns. The set of words before the filler is called pre
fillers patterns (pre-p) and the set of words after the filler is called post-filler patterns
(pos-p). Using the pre-p, pos-p and fillers, rules are generated to aid in extraction
procedures as discussed below.
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First, text segments are tagged using the part of speech tags (POS) in (Brill, 1992), where
words are marked with corresponding syntactic categories; nouns, verbs, adjectives,
adverbs etc. For example, “a simple sentence” is tagged as “a<AT>simple
<JJ>sentence<NN>”, where AT = Singular article, JJ=Adjective and NN=Noun. This
tagging is done so as to create rules with certain constraints thereby eliminating some
strings.
Pre-Filler Pattern

F iller Pattern

P ost-Filler Pattern

1. syntactic: {N N ,N N P }

1 .word: undisclosed

1. sem antic: price

Syntactic : JJ
2. list: length 2

Figure 2.1.3: Sample Extraction Rule in Rapier Adopted from (Califf and Mooney, 2003).

A rule is normally represented in three columns, the first column is the pre-p pattern and
its constraints, the second column represents the filler and the third column represents a
pos-p as shown in Fig 2.1.3. The rule extracts the value “undisclosed” from phrases such
as “sold to the bank for an undisclosed amount” or “paid GEShneir Flooring an
undisclosed price”. Two constraints are placed on column 1 enforcing that a pre-filler
pattern should consist of nouns and proper nouns and must be of length 2, the middle
column enforces that the term “undisclosed” must be present and is the term to be
extracted (filler), and column 3 indicates that a post-filler pattern should be the term
“price” or its synonyms. Using the set of extracted terms from various documents,
DiscoTex system in (Mooney and Bunescu, 2005), organizes the terms in a structured
database and then applies traditional mining algorithms like Apriori in (Agrawal and
Srikant, 1994).

Problem with this extraction approach
A different set of data structure is created for each topic domain; this is quite tedious and
also takes up much processing time and memory space. The worst is that as new concepts
and constraints are to be placed in the extraction process, new rules must be created to
accommodate changes.
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2.1.4

Multi-Strategy Approach

A different approach in text extraction was taken by (Castillo and Serrano, 2004). They
used parallelism to develop HYCLA (Hybrid Classifier), a multi-strategy classification
system. The system contains several learners and each learner takes two stages. The
preprocessing phase and the elimination phase.

Preprocessing phase
A system receives a training sample of either scientific or hypertext documents. Four
vocabularies are developed from any document received. For example, Fig 2.1.4 is a
sample of a scientific document that is divided into four sections, each section forms a
vocabulary group as seen in Table 2.1.4. The four groups are G l, G2, G3 and G4; G1
contains title words, G2 contains abstract words, G3 contains the plain text following the
abstract and G4 contains the words in the reference list.
M ultistrategy H ybrid T ext C ategorization
Abstract. Ihe goal o t the research described

->1-------------

Section 1

^

Section 2

^

Section 3

^

Section 4

here is to develop a multistrategy classifier
system that can be used for document
categorization. The system automatically
discovers classification patterns by applying
different empirical learning methods to ...

... The system relies on an m odular and flexible
architecture. Figure 1 shows the modules o f the
architecture and the information flow. The
system is first trained to obtain different
classification models by giving a labeled
sample o f documents that are divided into two
groups: the training sample and the t e s t ...

References
1. Castillo, M. D. del, Sesmero, P., ''Perception
and Representation in a M ultistrategy Learning
Process", Learning'OO. ISBN 84-89315-19-1.
(2 0 0 0 )...

Figure 2.1.4: A Scientific paper Adapted from (Castillo and Serrano, 2004).
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G rou p

V o c a b u la r y L ist

G1

M u ltistra teg y , h yb rid , te x t, ca teg o r iz a tio n

G2

Goal, research, described, develop, multistrategy, classifier, system, used, document, categorization,
system, automatically, discovers, patterns, applying, different, empirical, learning ,methods

G3

System , relies, modular, flexible, architecture, shows, modules, architecture, information, flow , system ,
first, trained, obtain, different, classification, m odels, giving, labeled, sample,

documents,

divided,

groups, training, sample, test
G4

Castillo, M. D. del, Sesmero, P., Perception , Representation, multistrategy, learning, process, learning,
2000, ISBN 84-89315-19-1.

Table 2.1.1: Vocabulary list o f terms from Scientific Paper in Fig 2.1.4

After a count of term frequency in each vocabulary, a weight is given to each word
depending on its position. For example, in Table 2.1.1, G1 terms are given the following
scores; {Multistrategy = 3 x 10 = 30, hybrid = 1 x 10 = 10, text = 1 x 10 = 10,
categorization = 1 x 1 0 = 1 0 } , Multistrategy get the highest score as it appears three
times in the four groups combined and it’s a title word. The final scores for some of the
terms in the vocabulary list G1 and G2 are shown in Table 2.1.2.

Term

Frequency

Term

Frequency

Multistrategy

30

Develop

1

Hybrid

10

Multistrategy

30

Text,

10

Classifier

2

Categorization

10

System

2

Goal

1

Document

1

Research

1

Categorization

1

Table 2.1.2: A Frequency Count o f rferms from G 1 anc G2 from Table 2.
In order to reduce the size of the vocabulary lists, measures such as information gain,
mutual information, document frequency, chi square and cross over entropy are applied
in each term in a vocabulary list. For example, the term “multistrategy” has the following
measures: Information gain, mutual information and document frequency all have a value
of 30, which is taken as the frequency of the term in the document.
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Given a category C, with terms that are relevant to that category, for example, if C =
{multistrategy , categorization, system},

a string match is performed on the term

“multistrategy” from G1 with the terms in C. If the term is present, then the odds ratio is
taken as non-zero. The total scores for the term “multistrategy” is at least 90 while that of
the term “goal” is just 3 as it is not a title word, and does not match the terms in C,
therefore the term “goal” is eliminated. The highest scoring terms are the only ones left
for classification {multistrategy, hybrid, text, categorization}.
Problem with this representation
String matching categorization might be helpful in identifying key terms in various
documents with the same kind of text context. However, this might not be helpful if a
document that contains none of the categories being matched is very domain specific.

2.2 Ranking and Weighting Mechanisms

Redundancy is a huge problem for document summaries. Various researchers have
introduced weighting measures and ranking mechanisms to reduce the amount of words
being analysed, (Gong and Liu, 2001, Kotcz et. al,2001, McDonald and Chen, 2002).

2.2.1 Summarization with Relevance Measure
Text extraction with ranking was addressed by (Gong and Liu, 2000), they proposed two
text summarization methods that ranked sentences extracted from original documents.
Some of those ranked sentences were used to create document summaries.

The first method summarizes documents according to relevance measures while the
second one used singular value decomposition. Both methods first break documents into
individual sentences and then creates a weighted term-frequency vector for each
sentence.
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We have all heard inspirational stories about people who have faced
a cancer diagnosis with courage. Perhaps you have had the privilege
of cheering on a cancer survivor taking a victory lap in the R e la y F o r
Life or witnessed the camaraderie of a dragon boat team as they
cross the finish line together. You may have wondered how so many
people with cancer cope with this experience. A big part of the
equation can be summed up in one word: support. Many will tell you
that fighting this disease takes a team effort, a team that includes
family and friends.

Figure 2.2.1: A Paragraph o f a Text Document

2.2.1.1 Relevance Measure
Let there be a document segment S t , then S l is represented by a term-frequency vector
T, = { t\i, t2, , .., tm} where every {tp } represents the frequency of term j in segment i.
Segment i could be a sentence, a paragraph or even the entire document itself. The term
frequency of {tp } is computed as:

{t n } = Local weighting of term j X Global

weighting of term j. Local represents a position of a document while global represents the
entire document.

For example, the text segment in Figure 2.2.1. is broken down into sentences S; S= {SI,
S2, S3, S4 S5} as shown in Table 2.2.1. The weighted term frequency of each Si in S is
computed and represented in a vector, the vectors for SI, S2 and S3 are;
VI =<heard 1, inspiration 1, stories 1, about 1, people 1, faced 1, cancer 1, diagnosis 1,
courage 1>, V2 = < perhaps 1, privilege 1 cheering 1, cancer 1, survivor 1, taking 1,
victory 1, lapl, relay 1, life 1, witness 1, camaraderie 1, dragon 1, boat 1, team 1, cross 1,
finish 1 , line 1, together l>and V3 = <wondered 1, people 1, cancer 1, cope 1,
experience 1>. The relevance score for each Si is computed by taking its corresponding
vector and calculating its term frequency in comparison to the document frequency of the
same terms. From the text segment in Figure 2.2.1., there are two frequent words,
“cancer” has a frequency count of 3, and “people” has a count of 2.
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Each of these terms is checked for occurrence in each term vector. In V I, “people” has a
frequency of 1 x 2 and “cancer” has 1 x 3 , total scores for both words in VI = 6, V2 = 2,
and V3 = 6. If a minimum score of 2 is given, then V2 is eliminated. The k sentences
with the highest scoring relevance are added to the summary, if K = 2, then the summary
will contain SI and S3.

Sentence

Contents

SI

We have all heard inspirational stories about people
who have faced

S2

a cancer diagnosis with courage.

Perhaps you have had the privilege of cheering on a
cancer survivor taking a victory lap in the Relay For Life
or witnessed the camaraderie of a dragon boat team as
they cross the finish line together.

S3

You may have wondered how so many people with
cancer cope with this experience.

Table 2.2.1: Individual Text Sentences

Problem with this algorithm
If all the sentences under processing contain the list of the frequent terms, then there
would be no sentence elimination, the summary would be exactly the same as the original
document. For example is S2 contained the term people, then all three sentences would
have the same score, therefore the summary would contain all three sentences. Another
challenge comes in determining which sentences to eliminate and which to keep
depending on the k value provided by a user. For example, if the number of sentences to
include in the summary is just 2, which among the three sentences should be eliminated
and why?

2.2.1.2 Singular Value Decomposition
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a technique well known in theory of matrices to
reduce the sizes in frequency of terms in any given matrix, (Nicholson, 2001). The
process starts by creating a sentence Matrix A= [Al, A2, ,An] where each Ai represents a
weighted term-frequency vector of a sentence. A document having M terms and N
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sentences can be represented by M x N matrix. For example, let there be a set of terms T,
T = { tv t2,t3,t4 }, a count of the occurrence of these terms in two sentences S',, S 2 from a
document d can be represented in a 2 x 4 matrix as follows:

2 100
43 00

Table 2.2.1.3: Transpose o f Matrix A ( A T)

Table 2.2.1.2: A 2 x 4 Sample Matrix Representation (Matrix A)
(Adapted from Kuruvilla et al., 2002)

Calculating the singular vector decomposition of the matrix A in Table 2.2.1.2;
First eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated for matrix A together with its
transpose, A r . A matrix transpose is the inversion of the columns to be rows and rows
to be columns. The transpose of matrix A is shown in Table 2.2.1.3. Any n x n matrix
W can be represented with scalar numbers called eigenvalues ( X), and a nonzero
column X such that, WX = XX (Nicholson, 2001). The eigenvalues of A TA make up
the columns in V and the eigenvalues for A A 1 make up the column for U.

II
f-

2

4

2 100

1

3

43 00

0

0

0

0

—

20 14 0 0
=

✓Matrix W

14 10 0 0

—

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

20 - A

14

0

0

14

10-^

0

0

0
0

0 - ^ 0
0
0 -X

x=(lF-^/>c = 0
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Four eigenvalues are obtained by performing systems of equations on matrix WX, the
results are XI = -0.58, and 0.82, X2 = .082 and -0.58, X3 = X4=0. These values are used
to generate matrix U as shown below as described in (Kuruvilla et al., 2002).

U=

0.82

- 0 .5 8

0

0

0.58

0.82

0

0

0

0

1 0

0

0

0

V=

0.40 -0.91
0.91

0.40

1

The same procedure is carried out for A 7A resulting in matrix V above. Singular
values for S are square roots of eigenvalues from A TA or A A T. The entries in S are
arranged diagonally in descending order and are always real numbers.

S=

5.47

0

0

0.37

0

0

0

0

Matrix S serves as a representation of matrix A in Table 2.2.1.2 (Alter et al., 2002).
Problems with this approach
Although the actual representation of a document can be greatly reduced using a singular
matrix, the technique has several drawbacks: (1) A lot of computation time is needed to
calculate eigenvalues and eigenvectors that generate the singular matrix, (2) the
individual meanings of words are ignored, (3) it is also not clear how a singular matrix
can be mapped back to the original contents of a document, and (4) the ordering of values
in a matrix could generate different singular matrixes.
2.2.2

Summarization as Feature Selection for Text Categorization

A different approach was taken by (Kotcz et al., 2001). They proposed an algorithm for
creating document summaries using only words extracted from the original document.
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The algorithm first assigns a weighting measure for each feature extracted, terms
identified as unique are evaluated according to their relevance weights. The words with
the highest scores are then used to form a document summary.

2.2.3

Sentence-Selection Heuristic

A different approach was taken by (McDonald and Chen, 2002) where predefined sets of
words and sentence heuristics were used to create summaries. They presented
TXTACTOR, a tool for ranking text segments. Three steps are used in creating a
document summary:

1. Sentence Evaluation:
Five heuristics are used to evaluate a sentence:
(a) Presence of a cue phrase: Predefined set of phrases is checked in each sentence. These
cue phrases includes words like, “in summary”, “in conclusion”, “in short” etc.
(b) Proper Nouns - Checking capitalized words that do not include words beginning a
sentence. The total of these words is then averaged for each sentence over the total
number of words in a sentence; this is to ensure shorter sentences are treated fairly.
(c) Word position - words beginning a document or paragraph are given a higher score.
(d) Sentence length - longer sentences are also given a higher score than short ones.
(e) TF * IDF Weighting - The measure of how a term/word occurs in a sentence relative
to its occurrence in the entire document.

Let t be a term in document D, and NOD denotes the number of sentences in D, NOD,
denotes the number of sentences in D containing term t. The inverse document frequency
of t, IDF(t) = log ( NOD / NOD, ). For example given a text document with four
sentences as seen in Table 2.2.2, using the above mentioned heuristics, the results are
shown in Table 2.2.3. The entry in sentence SI is calculated as follows: cue phrases and
proper nouns entry are empty as no cue phrases or proper nouns are found in the
sentence.
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The Term Feature is the entry for word beginning a paragraph and has a position 1 as
this is the first sentence in the document. A scan of the entire text segment identifies
terms that have a frequency count higher than 1, {problem 2, optimization 3, neurons 2,
networks 2} the term “problem” has a frequency count of 2 in SI, therefore, TF*IDF
(problem) = 2 x log(4/l) = 1.2041. This value is then averaged on the sentence length,
|S1| = 17, l/17(TF*IDF(problem )) = 0.071. Measures of other sentences are shown in
Table 2.2.2.
Sentence

Contents

SI

Feature selection in the context o f practical
problems such as diagnosis presents a multicriteria
optimization problem.
The criteria to be optimized include the
classification accuracy, cost, and risk.
Evolutionary algorithms offer a particularly
attractive approach to multicriteria optimization
because they are effective in high dimensional
search spaces

S2
S3

S4

Neural networks are densely interconnected
networks of relatively simple computing elements
for example, threshold or sigmoid neurons
Table 2.2.2: Breakdown of Text Segment in Figure 2.2.1

S

Cue

Proper

Phrases

Nouns

SI

Words Position

|s|

Frequent Terms

TF*IDT

Total
TF*IDT

Feature

17

Problem

0.0708

Optimization

0.01771

0.08851

S2

-

-

-

12

Optimization

0.0251

0.0251

S3

Because

-

Evolutionary

18

Optimization

0.01672

0.01672

S4

For

Neural

17

Neural

0.0708

0.1416

Networks

0.0708

example

Table 2.2.3: Term Representation in Table 2.2.2
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2. Topic Boundary Identification
The TextTiling algorithm in (Hearst, 1997) was used to identify topic boundaries. The
algorithm divides text into tokens and then forms blocks of specified length. The aim is to
check the similarity of words in each block by calculating the number of times a term
occurs in a block. The more similar blocks are, the more the likelihood that the blocks
talk of the same topic (Hearst, 1997).

For example, breaking down sentences SI, S2, S3 and S4 into blocks of twenty tokens is
shown in Table 2.2.3., similarity between two blocks is calculated by taking the count of
how many times a term occurs in the two blocks (McDonald and Chen, 2002). If four
blocks are formed from the sentences in Table 2.2.3, SI = block 1, S2 = block 2, S3 =
block 3 and S4 = block 4, then similarity between block 1 and 2 is greater than 0 since the
term “optimized” occurs in both blocks, therefore the two blocks are similar. Block 3
and 4 have a zero similarity value, this implies that the two blocks talk of different sub
topics, (Hearst, 1997). Evaluating block 1, 2 and 3 shows that they talk of a similar topic
and block 4 is identified as having a different topic.

3. Sentence Ranking
A ranking is done on the sentences based on the different scoring measures assigned from
the heuristics as seen in Table, 2.2.3 last column. The highest ranking sentence from each
topic is picked to represent that topic. S1 scores higher than either S2 or S3 and is picked.
The final summary contains sentences S1 and S4.

Problems with this algorithm
The weighting and ranking of terms seems to bring out good document representation as
claimed by (McDonald and Chen, 2002). However, no two generated summaries from
two different documents can be linked together to infer any kind of patterns or
associations. The algorithm deals with one document at a time, similar to the summarizer
in Microsoft Word, (Hahn and Mani, 2000).
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2.3

Lexical Analysis

For a document to represent an original document, the semantics in the summary should
be a component of the original document. Terms that are closer in meaning should be
grouped in the same summary. Various studies have been done on summarization using
lexical analysis in (Silber and McCoy, 2000), using semantic orientation in document
segments in (Turney and Littman, 2003) and Discovery of rules by understanding the
lexical knowledge in the document by (Sakurai and Suyama, 2004).

2.3.1

Efficient Text Summarization with Lexical Chains

Two main decomposition strategies are introduced in (Salton et. al, 1996) including: a
chronological decomposition of text into segments, and semantic decomposition into text
themes.
A text represented by a vector of weighted terms of the form Di = (dil, di2, .,dit) where dik
represents an importance weight for the term Tk attached to document di. The terms
attached to documents for content representation purposes may be words or phrases derived
from the document texts by an automatic indexing procedure. The term weights are
computed by taking into account the occurrence characteristics of the terms in individual
documents.

Assuming text is represented in vector form as a set of weighted terms, it is possible to
compute pair wise similarity values showing the similarity between pairs of texts. This is
based on a coincidence in terms assignments to the respective items.

The vector similarities are computed as the inner product between corresponding vector
elements, defined as:

(Di,Dj) = ^

d.k.djk, where Sim = 0 for sets that are disjoint and

1 for complete identical sets. The documents are represented as nodes called vertices in a
graph and an edge between 2 nodes represents the similarity between two texts as
sufficiently large. A minimum threshold of 0.01 is taken as the minimum threshold to
calculate similarity.
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Suppose we have the following documents. 22387

Thermometer Fusion, 19199

Radioactive Fallout, 17016 ^nuclear weapons, 17012-> nuclear energy, 11830->
hydrogen bomb and 8907

fission nuclear, with a pre-computed threshold, see Figure

2.3.1, page 33.

11830
170122
.09
8907
22387

0.5
17016
0.48

0.45
0.09
19199

Figure 2.3.1: Lexical Centroids Adapted from (Salton et. al, 1996)

Each of these edges represents a pre-calculated threshold of 0.01 or higher. However, there
can be refinement as to what is considered similar between 2 nodes. A central node means
that it has the highest number of similarity between nodes.

A triangular path in the graph represents three mutually related paragraphs in various text
documents. Each triangle can then be represented as a vector. The three sides of a triangle
are the three elements that make up the vector and their average is the center of the vector;
centroid vector.

Similar triangles can be merged when the similarity between

corresponding centroid pair exceeds a given threshold. Figure 2.3.1 shows three
documents, 17012, 17016 and 8907 represent a triangle. These three documents can be
seen as mutually related as they all contain the word “nuclear”.
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Problems with this representation
This is a good representation for small sets of related documents. However, as the volume
of documents increases, this representation adapts the same problem as cluster analysis,
where more documents become less closer to a centroid assigned earlier and no new cluster
is present to accommodate the changes.

2.3.2 Text Summarization with Lexical Chains

The primary goal in (Silber and McCoy, 2000) is to create an efficient tool that should be
able to summarize huge documents. A linear time algorithm is presented for calculating
lexical cohesion among an arbitrary number of related words also known as lexical chains.
The algorithm first creates a WorldNet lexical database as defined by (Miller, 1995). Three
steps are involved:
(1) For each noun in the source document, all possible lexical chains are formed by
looking up all relation information which includes, synonyms, hyponyms, hyponyms and
siblings This information is then stored in an array indexed on the index position of the
word from WorldNet for linear time retrieval.
(2) For each noun in the source document use the information collected in step 1 to insert
the word in each meta chain. Each meta chain contains a score and a data structure.
The score is computed as each word is computed into the chain. Two words can be
connected if they have the same semantics. The algorithm continues to find the best
interpretation of the lexical chains.

The algorithm first creates the best set of graphs from the lexical chains. The algorithm
then deletes nodes from each graph so that no two graphs share a node and the score of all
the meta chains is maximal. In computation of the best chain, the algorithm carries out the
following steps:

For each word in the document, for each chain that the word belongs to, (1) find the chain
whose score will be affected most by removing this word from it. (2) Set the score
component of this word in each of the chains to which it belongs to and update the score of
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all chains to reflect the words removal. This is done in linear time since the interpretation
of the text can be extracted without actually having to construct any interpretation. This is a
big step to overcome the repetition in (Nomoto and Matsumoto, 2001). Lexical chains are
used to detect correlation of noun phrase in a text document.

For example a text contains, “A friend just bought a new computer. The machine is a
powerful and fast computer”. From the lexical dictionary, “friend”, “computer”, “machine”
and “computer” are extracted as nouns. These four words are then represented by four dots.
Lexical chains are then formed from these dots, one with the word “friend”, another with
the word “machine” and a third with two dots and a chain connecting the two similar words
“computer”-> “computer”. Suppose we pick the word “computer” and for each chain that
has this word, we remove the word, it can be found out that the third chain will be the most
affected by removing the word “computer” as the other two chains do not contain the word.

Problem with this approach
This research did not give a clear scoring mechanism assigned to a lexical chain; they
based the score on intuition.

2.3.3

Semantic Orientation

A method for inferring the semantics of a word based on its statistical association was
introduced by (Turney and Littman, 2003). Their focus was on identifying positive or
negative measure of words, distinguishing antonyms from synonyms of a given word.

Calculating Semantic orientation of a word
Let Pword =set of words that are positively oriented and, Nwords=set of words that are
negatively oriented. Given two words wordl and word2, A(wordl,word2) is defined as an
association measure between the two words. This was referred to as Point Wise Mutual
Information (PMI) in ( Chunks and Hanks, 1989). PMI(wordl, word2) = log(P(wordl &
word2) / P(wordl) P(word2), where P(wordl&word2) is the probability that wordl and
word2 occur together. Having a document corpus, (Church and Hanks, 1990) takes the
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count of wordl and word2, this is taken as the terms probability, p(wordl) and p(word2)
respectively.

The probability that wordl and word2 occur together, p(wordl&word2), is calculated by
dividing text segments into small windows, then a count is done on the number of times
wordl and word2 occur together in each window. The ratio of the two probabilities gives
the degree of dependence between the two words. The log of this ratio gives the
correlation measure. If the log is positive then the words tend to occur together, if it’s
negative then the presence of a word indicates the absence of the other word. The
drawback in this approach is that the semantic orientation is very domain specific. For
example, positively identified words in entertainment world may be seen as negative in
health related issues.

String matching is also used in identifying semantic orientation of words (Hu and Liu,
2004). For example, assume there is a set of words labeled as positive words (pw); pw =
{good, nice, excellent, positive, fortunate, correct, superior} and another set of words
labeled as negative words (nw), nw = {bad, nasty, worst, poor, negative, unfortunate,
wrong, inferior}. These two groups of words can be used to determine the semantic
orientation of a sentence depending on a term presence in the sentence (Hu and Liu, 2004).

In reviewing customer opinions, an opinion sentence S = “This is the worst camera I’ve
ever bought, it has a nasty picture quality, I would recommend it to nobody”, can be
identified as either positive or negative using either the pw or nw term list. The presence of
the terms “worst” and “nasty” in S makes S a negatively oriented sentence as the two
terms are present in set nw. This approach suffers greatly when dealing with presence of
two or more words in a review and these words are opposites of each other. This might lead
to placing reviews in the wrong class.

2.4 Association Rule Approach
In traditional databases, the Apriori approach in (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) was the
foundation of many rule generation algorithms. It was originally designed for identifying
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frequent patterns in structured data. Apriori requires several scans of the entire database
thereby taking up much memory. This leads to much in efficiency. Improvements to the
Apriori approach could lead to generation of frequent patterns in text documents (Holt
and Chung, 1991, Zaiane and Antonia, 2002, Kongthon, 2004).

2.4.1

Multi-pass Apriori (M-Apriori) and Multi-pass-Direct Hashing and Pruning

(M-DHP).
The problem of mining association rules from words in text documents was addressed by
(Holt and Chung, 1999). Two algorithms were proposed, Multi-Pass Apriori (M-Apriori)
based on the original Apriori in (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) and the Multi-Pass Direct
Hashing and Pruning (M-DHP) advancement on the Direct Hashing and Pruning (DHP)
in (Park, 1997).

(a) Apriori Algorithm
This algorithm generates association rules among frequently occurring itemsets in any
given relation database. Frequent itemsets are discovered in a level wise manner. If k
itemsets are found to be frequent, then a self join is performed on this set to obtain a
candidate set (k + 1) which is then evaluated to generate frequent (k+1) itemset. To
improve the level-wise generation of frequent k itemsets, the apriori property is used to
reduce the search space.

The Apriori Property states that “all non-empty subsets of a frequent itemset must also be
a frequent itemset”, (Han and Kamber, 2001). For example, given a minimum support
(ms), if an itemset B does not satisfy ms, then if an item A is added to B forming a new
set AB = {{B},A}, then the Apriori Property regards AB as an infrequent itemset as it
does not satisfy ms, therefore it must be eliminated in creating a candidate set.

The Apriori algorithm starts by counting the frequency of each item in a transaction set,
the resulting data forms candidate set 1, C ,. The transaction data in Table 2.4.1 generates
the candidate set in table, 2.4.2. If the minimum support is given as 2, then all the
itemsets in C, are maintained and form the frequent 1 itemset, I , , see Table 2.4.2.
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TID

L ist o f Item ID S

T 100

111,11 2 ,1 1 5

T 200

112,114

T 300

112,113

T 400

1 1 1 ,1 1 2 ,1 1 4

T 500

111,113

T 600

112,11 3 ,1 1 5

Table 2.4.1: A Sample Transaction Data Set

Support
Item set
{1 1 1 }

Count
3

{1 1 2 }

5

{1 1 3 }

3

{1 1 4 }

2

{1 1 5 }

2

Table 2.4.2: Candidate 1 Itemset, Cj

Item set

Support count

{1 1 1 }

3

{1 1 2 }

5

{1 1 3 }

3

{1 1 4 }

2

{11 5 }

2

Table 2.4.3: Frequent 1 Itemset, Lx

To discover the frequent 2 itemsets, a join is performed on Z, with itself, I, join Zl5 this
generates the candidate 2 itemset as shown in table Table 2.4.4. A scan is done on the
transaction original data in Table 2.4.1, thereby counting the number of times the 2 items
in each set occurs together. Those sets with support lower than minimum support are
eliminated in generating frequent 2 itemset as shown in Table 2.4.5. The algorithm
continues generating frequent sets until no more candidate sets are found.
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C 2

" s*
Support

Support
Item set

Count

{1 1 1 , 112}

2

{1 1 1 , 113}

1

{ 1 1 1 , 114}

1

{1 1 1 , 115}

1

{1 1 2 , 113}

2

{1 1 2 , 114}

2

{1 1 2 , 115}

2

{1 1 3 , 114}

0

{ 1 1 3 , 115}

1

{ 1 1 4 , 115}

0

Item set

Count

{ 1 1 1 ,1 1 2 }

2

{ 1 1 2 ,1 1 3 }

2

{1 1 2 , 114}

2

{ 1 1 2 ,1 1 5 }

2

Table 2.4.5: Frequent 2 Itemset, L2

Table 2.4.4: Candidate 2 Itemset, C2

The resulting set of all frequent itemset is the union of each Li sets, L = {Lx, L2,.,
., Lm}, where m is the last database scan.

(b) Direct Hashing and Pruning (DHP)

This is an advancement of the Apriori, a hashing technique for filtering out item-sets that
may be unnecessary for the generation of the next (k+1) set of candidate item-sets.

Hashing Procedure
A hash table is created where each column in the table is a bucket slot, the aim is to count
the entries in each bucket and eliminate those entries with support less than a given
minimum support. To determine which bucket slot an itemset belongs to, a hash function
h is defined as, h(x,y) = ((order of X) x 10 + (order y )) mod n, where n is the number of
bucket slots to be generated.
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For example, a hash table for candidate 2 itemset in Table 2.4.4 is populated as follows:
if (x,y) = (111,114), then

h (lll,1 1 4 )= ((lll* 1 0 ) +114 ) % 7 = 6, h ( l l l , l 13) =

((111*10)+113) % 7 = 5. Thus, itemset (111,114) is placed in bucket slot 5 and (111,113)
is placed in slot 3. A count of all entries in each slot is taken and those slots with support
less than 2 are eliminated. A database scan will only look for frequency of the remaining
itemsets when generating frequent 2 itemset. This procedure continues until no more
frequent candidate sets are generated.

Bucket Address

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Bucket Countl

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

Bucket Contents

{111,115}

{112,113}

{112,114}

{112,115}

{111,112}

{111,113}

{111,114}

{113,114}

{113,115}

{113,115}

Table 2.5: A HashTable Representation of Candidate 2 Itemsets

Using the above Apriori and the Direct Hashing and Pruning algorithms, (Holt and
Chung, 1999) proposed two algorithms for discovering association rules from text data.
First text documents are broken down into individual words, stop words are removed then
stemming using the Porter Stemmer in (Porter, 1984). The remaining set of words is
ordered alphabetically. Partitions of the resulting ordered words are then generated; all
words with a common start letter are placed in the same partition. Now, each partition is
treated as a database and taken as input to the Apriori algorithm and the direct hashing
and pruning algorithm. If there are n number of partitions generated, then n number of
inputs are supplied to the two algorithms, the Multi-Pass-Apriori and Multipass Direct
Hashing and Pruning.

A certain ordering is performed on how the partitions are supplied to the two algorithms,
if n number of partitions is generated, then Pn is processed first followed by partition
P„_, and this continues up to partition P] . An assumption is made that if items in Pn are
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found to be frequent, then after processing Pn_x, the resulting frequent itemset is merged
with those from Pn forming a new set that is assumed to be frequent.
Problem with this approach
Partitions generated could contain so many words that might be irrelevant in the mining
step as there is no special treatment given to terms appearing in strategic document
positions, e.g. subheadings, titles or pronouns.

Giving priority to such terms could

eliminate redundant words leading to improvements of the mining algorithm.

2.4.2

Associating Terms with Text Categories

The Apriori algorithm is also used in (Zaiane and Osmar, 2002). They use predefined sets
of categories to identify keywords in documents. Two algorithms are proposed.

Association-Rule Based Categorizer by Category (ARC-BC).
Documents are represented as a transaction with several words as an itemset, Let D be a
document, then D is assigned a distinct ID with several terms as an itemset, D =
{tx,t2, . J m }, m is the number of terms chosen to represent the document. A predefined
set of categories C = {C ,,C 2,...C„}. Having documents in a set DB, DB =
{Dx,D2,...Dn}, the algorithm uses Apriori to assign categories to those documents. One
category is passed to the entire set DB in each iteration of the Apriori. The aim is to
developed rules of the form, tx''t2't3,...Atn -> Cr A document i that contains the terms in
the rule is represented as Z) = {C,, t At2'ti ,..S'tn}.

For example, given a predefined set of category terms C, C = {health, cancer, diagnosis}.
Each ci in C is provided as input together with the set of transaction data set ts, ts is the
set of terms chosen to represent documents in transaction like manner. The goal is to
generate frequent itemset that contains the category provided as input. If after a frequent
itemset generation, L = {health, hospitals, medical , doctors, nurses, drugs}, since the
term health is matched to category Cx, then a rule of the form {hospitals A Medical
Adoctors A nurses A drugs -> health.} is created. A collection of all the rules generated is
then termed as the classifier.
42
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Association-Rule-base Categorizer for All Categories (ARC-AC)
Instead of passing a category Cx alone at a time, all the categories are passed to the
Apriori as a set plus the transaction data set. The algorithm iterates on all the categories
and checks to find a match on terms in the category set from the frequent items
generated. In this approach a document Z), can be represented by more than one category,
Dt = {C ,,C 2,..Cm, /1A/2A/3,...A/n}. For example, if a frequent I itemset contains {health,
medical,

insurance, hospital, drugs, nursing, homes}, if the category set C

contains C ,, C2; C = {medical, insurance} then two rules are generated rx, r2;
rx = {healthAinsuranceAhospitalAdrugsAnursingAhome -^medical}.
r2= {healthAmedicalAhospitalAdrugsAnursingAhome->insurance}.

A model for document dl is, dl = {cl, tl, t2, t3}, each term in di is a term picked from
the frequent itemset generated. For example, a document dl is categorized as {health,
hospitals, Medical, doctors, nurses, drugs}. A collection of the rules generated forms the
classification model.

Document Classification.
A new document is categorized using either of the two developed classification models, a
document d is assigned to a category if the terms in a category rule are present in the d.
For example, a document d ] with several terms, d x = {medical, insurance, health,
insurance, hospital, drugs, nursing, home} can be categorized as {cxc2J l,t2,t3,t4,t5,t6).
If too many rules assigns a document to too many categories, a dominance factor is
introduced, all categories are ordered according to how many number of rules have the
category as the antecedent. The category with the highest rules is seen as the dominant
factor and therefore it is assigned to the document being classified.
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Problems with this approach
These two algorithms suffer from several drawbacks; (1) the amounts of words that are
used to represent the document in a transaction set is too huge, (2) for one to give
appropriate predefined category terms, a lot of document context must be known, this is
not feasible especially when dealing with huge volumes of textual data, and (3) if a
predefined category is not found in a document, then a document might be assigned to the
wrong category.

2.4.3

Discovering Technological Intelligence

In her dissertation, (Kongthon, 2004), association rules were also in gathering related
terms in text data. This was advancement in the Technologies Opportunities Analysis
(TOA) development in Technology Policy Assessment at Georgia Institute of
Technology, USA. She developed two algorithms the first algorithm is tree-like network
capturing the important themes of a hierarchical structure, the second groups concepts
together to form a thesaurus for data preprocessing.
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Chapter 3: PROPOSED ALGORITHMS FOR TEXT INFORMATION
MINING
This chapter gives the details of the proposed algorithms for text information mining. The
problem of linking together related documents is addressed, while picking the right terms
to represent a document. The aim is to combine feature extraction mechanisms,
summarization and association rules to generate a system that acts as a classifier for text
documents. The thesis claim is that if key features are extracted from any given document
based on their semantic orientation, they could act as a document representation
otherwise known as summary. When a collection of such summaries is placed in
partitions, mining algorithms can then be applied to the partitions thereby generating
concept hierarchies of related documents. The concept hierarchies can then be used to
classify a new document by identifying the level in the hierarchy that best categorizes the
document.

As mention in section 2, there are various techniques for acquiring knowledge from text
documents. The feature selection technique in (Chuang et. al, 2000) was able to extract
certain sentence segments from text documents based on the occurrence of predefined
bonus words in the sentences. This approach is limited to a certain domain of the supplied
key words and does not scale well to documents with varying topics.

A multi strategy classification system in (Castillo and Serrano, 2004) was used to classify
scientific and hypertext documents. Term frequency was the deciding factor on which
terms to be extracted. Given predefined categories, a string match was then applied on the
extracted words. If a match was found, then the document was assigned the matched
category. This approach also does not scale well to varying topics.

A different approach is taken in (Hu and Liu, 2004), they take the semantic orientation of
words found in a sentence then classify the sentences that are identified as semantically
related. For example, if two customers, cl and c2 have commented on a certain product,
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adjectives in the review sentences are first identified with a part of speech tagger (Brill,
1992).
A predefined set of words is provided in (Hu and Liu), positive oriented (pw), and
negative oriented (nw). If the adjectives in cl and c2 appear in set pw, then the two
customers have given positive reviews about the product otherwise the reviews are taken
as negatively oriented. This approach suffers when adjectives that are semantically
opposites appear in one sentence, then the reviews might be assigned to the wrong class.

As described in section 2.4.2 a, categorization scheme in (Zaiane and Antonie, 2002)
gives a bigger rage of categories for which to classify documents. Their approach uses
association rules in (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) to define categorization rules. However
their approach suffers from the following drawbacks, (1) the approach considers only
term frequency, (2) the number of words that are taken as document representation in a
transaction set is too huge, (3) as predefined categories are still a deciding factor, if none
of the terms in generated category rules exist in a document to be classified, then the
document might be assigned the wrong class or not be classified at all.

This thesis proposes a semantic partition based document classification model. An
observation has been made that if a lot of words in a text document tend to have the same
or related meanings (semantics), it can be inferred that the words refer to the same thing.
Words with related meanings can be grouped together forming semantic partitions.
Semantic partitions formed from each document can act as the representation of the
document in a transaction set and can act as input to a mining algorithm like Apriori,
(Agrawal and Srikant, 1994). It can be assumed that words that tend to have no relation
with any other words in a document do not convey meaning of a document and can be
eliminated. This elimination can greatly reduce the amount of words used to represent a
document.

Given a set of text documents, two algorithms for understanding the contents and
relations in these documents have been proposed. The first algorithm will use Semantic
Partitions,(SEM-P). The second algorithm will be an enhancement to the Semantic
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Partitions, (ESEM-P). Using two thirds of a text collection, a classification model is
generated using either SEM-P or ESEM-P. The remaining third of the text collection is to
be classified using the developed model. The two algorithms differ in the amount of
terms used to represent a document in a transaction dataset. Details of both algorithms are
discussed below.
Figure 3.1 shows a sample text collection of 5 documents, {Dl, D2, D3, D4, D5} that
will be used to build a classification model.
Dl

Database technology since the m id-1980’s has been characterized by the popular
adoption o f relational technology and an up surge o f research and development
activities on new and powerful database system s. These em ploy advanced
data m odels such as extended relational object-oriented, object-relational
deduction m odels

D2

The steady amazing progress o f computer hardware technology in the past
Three decades has led to large supplies o f powerful and affordable
computer data collection equipment and storage media. This technology
and information industry and makes a huge number o f databases and
information repositories available for transaction management information
retrieval and data analysis.

D3

From a data warehouse perspective data mining can be view ed as an
advanced stage o f on-line analytical processing (OLAP). H owever data
m ining goes far beyond the narrow scope o f summarization-style,
analytical processing o f data warehouse system s by incorporating more
advanced technique for data understanding.

D4

Traditionally the operating system created all processes in a way that was
transparent to the user or application program and this is still com m only
found with many contemporary operating systems. H ow ever it can be
useful to allow one process to cause the creation o f another.

D5

If the operating system is to manage processes and resources, it must have
information about the current status o f each process and resource the
universal approach to providing this information is straight forward. The
operating system constructs and maintains tables o f information about each
entity that it is managing.________________________________________________

Figure 3.1: A Collection o f 5 Documents {D l, D2, D3, D4, D5}.
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A pply
Apriori
Algorithm

Merge Partitions

HashMap Identifier
Concept Hierarchy

(HIGHEST RANKS)
Rank Semantic Partitions
(COUNT TERMS)

Semantic Partitions
(GROUP WORDS WITH
SIMILAR MEANING)
Cleaned Text Documents
(Identifity PART-OF-SPEECH )
(WORDNET, NOUN)
Original Text Documents
(Sort, Stemming, StopWord Removal)

Figure 3.1.1: Overall process of text information mining
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3.1 Description of Semantic Partition (SEM-P)
The main algorithm is divided into six main modules. These modules are presently as
separate algorithms in the following few pages.

3.1.1 Semantic-Partition Algorithm (SEM-P)

Algorithm 3.1 SEM_P: Semantic Partitions
■
■
■

//A n algorithm to generate a classification m od el for text docum ents
Input: A set T containing n docum ents
Output: A concept Hierarchy (C H ) and a H ashM ap Identifier (HI)

Begin

1. For each Document d in set T do:
1.1 Extract tokens k d with Algorthm Feature Extraction

k d = FeatureExctraction(d) (presented in Figure 3.1.3)
1.2 Find semantically related tokens in k d as semantic partitions, S E M P

SEM-P = GenerateSemanticPartitions(
) (presented in Figure 3.1.3.2).
1.3 For each semantic partitions s in SEM-P assign a rank using number o f tokens
RSEM-P = RankSemanticPartition(SEM-P) (presented in Figure 3.1.4.1).
1.4 Merge all the semantic partitions in RSEM-P depending on their ranks
MSEM-P = MergeSemanticPartitions(RSEM-P) (presented in Figure 3.1.4.2a
and Figure 3.1.4.2.b)
2. Generate a concept hierarchy (text file) o f frequent items by applying the Apriori Algorithm
CH = GenerateFrequentPatterns(MSEM-P) (presented in Figure 3.1.5.1)
3. Create a table with 0/1 as entries from the CH levels, this is the HashMapIdentifier table
HMI = GenerateHashMap Identifier(CH) (presented in Figure3.1.5.2)
End

Figure 3.1.2 The Semantic Partition Algorithm, (SEM P)
Step 1: Feature Extraction
Each document is broken down into single words. These words are then passed to a stop
word removal method where a list containing popular words like {the, a, an, of, etc.} is
used. If any of the words in the list are found in the document, then these are eliminated.
Lexical sorting of the remaining words will be done to enhance the stemming step since
terms with common prefix will be close together after sorting.
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What is Stemming?
The presence of words that have a common prefix but different suffices only add up to
the massive amount of data to be processed. For example, set S={consider, considered,
consideration, considering} has words that share the common prefix “consider”, when the
stemming algorithm is applied to S, all the suffixes “ered”, ’’ation” and “ing” will be
removed leaving the common prefix “consider”, only one copy of this word will be kept.
The popular Porter’s Stemming algorithm in (Rijsbergen et. al., 1980) will be used.
After preprocessing a document as described above, the documents in Figure 3.1.1 are
represented as shown in Figure 3.1.3.1. Note that a comma is used for visualization
purposes only and is not present during actual feature extraction stage. The
FeatureExtraction algorithm is shown in Figure 3.1.3.

Algorithm 3.1.1 (Feature Extraction)
A lgorithm F ea tu reE xtraction ()
Input: A set o f T ext D ocum ents T
O utput: A set o f C leaned T ext D ocum ents

Tc

V ariables: p r e fix L is t // to hold the tokens w ith sim ilar prefix
w ord_prefix // to hold the prefix o f a particular word

Begin
(1 ). for each text D ocum ent d in D ocu m en t set T, do
extract all tokens t{tl,t2 ,....tm } from docum ent d and store them in set Tc
(2 ) Sort all the tokens in set T c in ascending order.
//stop w ord rem oval
(3 ). For each token t in sorted list Tc, do
i f token t is found in s t o p w o r d l is t , then rem ove t from list Tc
//stem m in g
(3). For each token t in the sorted list o f tokens Tc, do
(3 .1 ). G et the prefix o f a token t and store it in w ord_prefix.
(3 .2 ). Identify all tok en s w ith prefix sim ilar to w ord_prefix and store these
in P r e fix lis t. /*P refix_list contains tokens { tl,t2 , ...tk }w ith sim lar prefix*/.
(3 .3 ). R em ove all tokens t2 to tk from sorted list T c, token t l is left to
represent the entire prefix list in the sorted list Tc.

Figure 3.1.3: Feature Extraction Algorithm
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D l'

database, technology, m id-1980’s, characterized, popular,
adoption, relational, technology, upsurge, research, development,
activities, new, powerful, database, systems, employ, advanced
data, models, such, extended, relational, object-oriented, object-relational
deduction, models

D 2.

steady, amazing, progress, computer, hardware, technology, past,
three, decades, led, large, supplies, powerful, affordable,
computer, data, collection, equipment, storage, media, technology,
information, industry, makes, huge, number, databases,
information, repositories, available, transaction, management, information,
retrieval, data analysis.

D 3.

data, warehouse, perspective, data, mining, viewed,
advanced, stage, on-line, analytical, processing , (olap), data,
mining, far, beyond, narrow, scope, summarization-style,
analytical, processing, data, warehouse, system s, incorporating,
advanced, technique, data, understanding.

D 4-

traditionally, operating, sy stem ,created, processes, way,
transparent, user, application, program, com monly
found, contemporary, operating, systems, can,
useful, allow , process, cause, creation, another.

D 5.

operating, system, manage, processes, resources,
information, current, status, process, resource,
universal, approach, providing, information, straight, forward.,
operating, system, constructs, maintains, tables, information,
entity, managing.____________________________________________

Figure 3.1.3.1: Documents D l to D5 after Feature Extraction
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Step 2: Semantic Orientation and Partitioning
In order to get the semantic meaning of words, two mechanisms can be applied. One can
create an ontology of words where related words are assigned the same class, this
approach was taken in (Sakurai and Suyama, 2004), however, this approach is domain
specific and one need to do several updates to the ontology to accommodate new terms.
To avoid this problem, an online lexical ontology, WordNet in (Miller, 1995) will be
used.
Why Semantic Orientation?
Most words in English vocabulary can be referring to the same entity but spelled
differently, for example “caretaker” and “janitor”, these two words refer to the same kind
of occupation, using WordNet, they are placed in the same word group. In text
information mining, given any domain, one would like to group words that are similar in
meanings together. Suppose a health document collection is to be examined, then all
words related to a particular topic i.e., diseases should be in one group.

How is Semantic Orientation identified?
In WordNet dictionary, words are arranged according to their part of speech tags (Brill,
1992). All nouns are stored together with their meanings, these are referred to as senses.
For example to get the senses of a word ’’computer”, one has to pass a query to the
WordNet dictionary with the word ‘computer” as the search key. If the word is found,
then WordNet returns all the stored meanings (senses) of the word.
Unlike the semantic orientation in (Hu and Liu) where adjectives are considered in
grouping related sentences together, in this thesis only nouns will be considered in
identifying semantics of a document. First, a word is tagged using the part of speech
tagger described in (Brill, 1992). If a word is identified as a noun, then the word will be
passed to WordNet as the search key. WordNet retrieves all the stored senses of the word.
The senses are words that give the search key a meaning. The idea is to do a string match
of all the words contained in the senses with the words in a document.
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If any word w in the senses is found in the document then we remove w from the
document and place it together with the search key in a new data structure. This newly
created data structure is the semantic partition (SEM-P) and all words that are related in
meaning will be in the same partition. Each document will have its own semantic
partitions. For example in Figure 3.1.4, eight Semantic Partitions, SEM-P = {SEM-P 1,
SEM-P2, SEM-P3, SEM-P4, SEM-P5, SEM-P6, SEM-P7, SEM-P8} for document Dl
are generated as follows;

Starting from the beginning of the Dl the search key sk is taken in sequence, if sk =
“database”, then a call to WordNet is done with sk as the parameter to search for.
WordNet returns 1 sense s with a description of the passed word, s = “organized body of
related information”. After tokenizing and removal of stop words from s, we have a token
set s’, s’ = {organized, body, related, information}. Now do a search for every word w in
s’ in the entire document Dl.The word “relational” is found in D l, note that “related” and
“relational” share the same prefix “relate” so they are taken as the same word. Now the
first Semantic partition of D l, SEM-P1 = {database, relational}.
The same procedure continues for all words in Dl until no more semantic partitions can
be generated. The final semantic partitions for D l are; SEM-P 1 = {database, technology,
relational, research, systems, data, models, object-oriented, object-relational}, SEM-P2 =
{mid-1980s},

SEMP3

=

{employ},

SEM-P4

=

{development},

SEM-P5

=

{characterized}, SEM-P6 = {popular, powerful}, SEM-P7 = {advanced}, SEM-P8 =
{activities}. Figure 3.1.4 shows the semantic partitions for all the original documents in
Figure 3.1.1. The GenerateSemanticPartition algorithm is shown in Figure 3.1.3.2.
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Algorithm 3.2 : (Generate Semantic Partitions)
A lgorithm G en erateS em an ticP artition s();
Input: Set o f Cleaned Text Document,

Tc

O utput: Semantic Partitions, SEM-P for each

Ta

in

Tc

V a r ia b le s :

- set containing partitions o f semantically related words,
semantic partitions, SEM P.
P a r to fsp e e c h v a lu e and part o f speed for any given word,
w ordsenses //this holds the meanings for a word as retrieved though wordnet
word senses’ holds the word senses after stopword removal
B e g in :

(1). For each document d in set o f cleaned documents Tc,
(1.2). for each word w in document d, do
identify the part o f speech value for word w
(1.2.1)if( part_of_speech_value is NOUN) then,
extract the senses o f word w from WORDNET and store these in
word senses list.
(1.2.1a) for each word w l in word senses list, do
if word w l is in stop word list remove word wlfrom word senses list
(1,2.1b) for each word w2 in cleaned document d , do
identify all the words w from cleaned document d that are found
in word sense list and group these words together. /* these
words are seen as having similar meanings, semantically related.
These groups o f semantically related words are called semantic
partitions, SEM_P.*/

End
Figure 3.1.3.2: The Generate Semantic Partition Algorithm
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Dl

Sem antically Related Terms

D4

Sem antically Related Terms

SEM-P1

Database,technology,relational

SEM -P 1

Operating,processes,program

SEM -P2

traditionally

SEM-P3

created

SEM -P4

still

SEM-P5

com m only

SEM -P6

found

SEM -P7

Useful

D5

Sem antically Related Terms

SEM -P 1

Operating,

Research,systems,data,models,objectoriented,object-relational
SEM-P2

M id -1980’s

SEM-P3

Em ploy

SEM -P4

Developm ent

SEM-P5

Characterize

SEM -P6

Popular, powerful

SEM -P7

A dvance

SEM -P7

Activity
system,

information

D2

Sem antically Related Terms

SEM -P 1

Steady

SEM-P2

Am azing

SEM-P3

Progress

SEM -P4

Computer,hardware,technology,data,

SEM -P2

manage

SEM-P3

resources

SEM -P4

current

SEM-P5

status

SEM -P6

universal

SEM -P7

approach

equipment, storage, media,information,
repositiories,

transactions,

retrieval,

analysis
SEM-P5

M anagement

SEM -P6

Decades

SEM -P7

Supplies

SEM -P8

Powerful, great

D3

Sem antically Related Terms

SEM -P 1

Data, warehouse, mining, analytical,
processing, summarization, system s

SEM -P2

advanced

SEM-P3

techniques

SEM -P4

understanding

Figure 3.1.4: Semantic Partitions on words in Documents D l, D2, D3, D4 and D5
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processes,

Step 3: Semantic Partition Ranking
The number of terms in each partition is then recorded to give priority to longer
partitions. If a document tends to have a lot of words that are semantically related, then it
can be said that these words can be a representation of a document context. The count of
terms in a partition is also taken as the rank of the partition. For example, the semantic
partitions for document Dl have the following term count, SEM-P 1 = 9, SEM-P6 = 2 and
SEM-P2, SEM-P3, SEM-P4, SEM-P5, SEM-P7 each has a count of 1. Therefore, D l is
then seen as having three ranks, with SEM-P 1 as the highest ranked partition, therefore it
can be taken as a representation for D l. Similar ranking is done for all the other
documents as seen in Table 3.1.5. The RankSemanticPartition algorithm is shown in
Figure 3.1.4.1.

Di

R ankl

Rank 2

Rank 3

Dl

|SE M -P1| = 9

|SE M -P6 = 2

SE M -P2|, |SE M -P 3|, |SE M -P4|, |SEM -P5|,
|SE M -P7|, |SE M -P8| = 1

D2

|SE M -P4| = 11

SE M -P8 = 2

SE M -P 1|,|SE M -P 2|, S E M -P 3 , SEM P5|,|SE M -P 7| = 1

D3

SEM -P1 = 7

SE M -P 2|, |SEM -P3 ,|SE M -P4| = 1

D4

SE M -P 1| = 3

S E M -P 2 , SE M -P 3|, SE M -P 4|,|SE M -P 5 ,|S E M -P 6 ,
|SE M -P 7|= 1

D5

|SEM -P1 = 4

|S E M -P 2 , |SEM -P3 , |S E M -P 4 , SEM-P51, S E M -P 61,
|SE M -P7 = 1

Table 3.1.1: A Ranking o f Semantic Partitions from Figure 3.1.4.

Algorithm 3.3: Ranking Semantic Partitions()
A lgorithm R ankSem anticPartition(SE M -P );
Input: Sem antic Partitions SE M -P for each D ocu m en t T
Output: R anked Sem antic Partitions (R SE M -P )
V ariable: p a rtitio n ra n k /*num ber o f term s in each sem antic partition,
Begin

SEM - P

For each set o f sem antic partition, SEM P do
count the num ber o f term s in a partition, SEM P and save it
in partition rank.
retu m (p artition ran k );

end.

Figure 3.1.4.1: Ranking Semantic Partition Algorithm
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Step 4: Merging Partitions
The highest ranked partition in each document are then placed in one group, the second
highest in another group and so on until all ranks are grouped resulting to frequency
partitions. If a collection D has several documents, D ={D1,D2, ..Dn}, each Di in D has a
highest rank semantic partition j, DiSEM-Pj. Let D l and D2 be elements in D, Dl and D2
has highest ranked semantic partitions, DISEM-Pi, D2SEM-Pi, and second highest
partitions DISEM-Pj, D2SEM-Pj. Several groups can then be created from these ranks;
group 1 ={D1SEM-Pi, D2SEM-Pi}, group 2 = { DISEM-Pj, D2SEM-Pj},...group n = {
DISEM-Pk, D2SEM-Pk}, where n is the number of ranks and k is the number of
semantic partitions for each document.

For example, using the ranked semantic partitions generated in Table 3.1.1 the semantic
partitions in each rank are merged to form one group as shown in Table 3.1.2. Group 1 in
Table 3.1.5 contains SEM-P 1 from D l, SEM-P4 from D2, SEM-P 1 from D3, SEM-P 1
from D4 and SEM-P 1 from D5.

Groups

Sem antic Partitions R epresenting each D ocum ent

Group 1

D 1 SE M -P 1, D 2S E M -P 4, D 3 SE M -P 1, D 4SE M -P1 ,D 5 SEM -P 1

Group 2

D 1S E M -P 6, D 2S E M -P 8

Group 3

D 1S E M -P 2, D 1S E M -P 3, D 1S E M -P 4, D 1S E M -P 5, D 1S E M -P 7, D 1S E M -P 8
D 2S E M -P 1, D 2S E M -P 2, D 2S E M -P 3, D 2S E M -P 5, D 2SE M -P 7
D 3S E M -P 2, D 3 S E M -P 3, D 3S E M -P 4
D 4S E M -P 2, D 4S E M -P 3, D 4S E M -P 4, D 4S E M -P 5, D 4S E M -P 7, D 4S E M -P 8,
D 5S E M -P 2, D 5S E M -P 3, D 5S E M -P 4, D 5 S E M -P 5, D 5S E M -P 7,

Table 3.1.2: Groups Formed from Ranked Semantic Partitions

(i) Partition Pruning
Merging low ranking partitions from different groups can sometimes generate a huge
volume of terms that is not seen as relevant to a document context. For example, as seen
if Table3.1.1, group 3 contains all those partitions that were having a rank = 1. The terms
in these partitions were seen as having little relevance to the main documents context,
therefore they can be eliminated. Having a predefined threshold t, all those groups
containing elements with ranks less t are therefore pruned out. From Table 3.1.2, if t = 2
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then Group 2 and Group 3 are pruned out leaving only Group 1 for further analysis as
seen in Figure 3.1.4.2.

D ocu m en t ID

T erm s form H igh est R anked Sem antics

Dl

D atabase,technology .relational,Research,systems,data,models,object-oriented,object-relational

D2

Computer, hardware, technology, data,equipment, storage, m edia,information,repositiories, transactions,
retrieval, analysis

D3

Data, warehouse, mining, analytical, processing, summarization, system s

D4

Operating,processes,program

D5

Operating, system, processes, information

Figure 3.1.4.2: Representation of Group 1 from Table 3.1.2

Algorithm 3.4(a): (Merging Semantic Partitions)
Algorithm 3.4(a): MergeSemanticPartitions(RSEM-P, Rank)
Input: Ranked Semantic Partitions, RSEM-P for every Processed Text Document in T, Rank
Output: Merged Semantic Partitions , MSEM-P
variable: 1. semantic_partition_count - /*This will hold the semantic partitions
with rank greater than 2. */
2. Merge_Semantic_partition_list, M SEM P. /* to hold merged semantic partitions */
Begin
1. For every set o f ranked semantic partition, RSEM P, do
1.1 Get the highest ranked semantic partitions and put them in a set of merged
semantic partitions, MSEM P. /* MSEM P hold all the highest ranked semantic
partitions for all the text documents processed*/
2. Merge the remaining semantic partitions according to their ranks
2.1 Pruning o f all partitions with ranks less than a given threshold.
/*Given a threshold o f 2, then all semantic partitions with rank < 2 are
eliminated.*/
End

Figure 3.1.4.2a: The Merging Partition Algorithm

(ii) Merging Partitions Depending on Semantic Partition Distribution
As further evaluation of various text documents has been done, several semantic
partitions may be generated whereby each partition contains no more than two elements.
In this situation a different kind of merging has been implemented. The goal is to
completely represent any given text document with any kind of semantic partition
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distribution. First a count c of how many semantic partitions contain more than two
elements is done.

Given a total of p semantic partitions for each text document evaluated, count c can fall
into three cases. Case 1, count c is greater than half of p,. (c- >^p) This means the
documents have a lot of terms with similar meanings. In this case, all the semantic
partitions with rank greater than two are merged together. Case 2, count c is less or equal
< c < ~^p)-

to half of p but greater than a quarter of p,

this case all the semantic

partitions with rank greater than two are merged together and a random selection of half
of the remaining semantic partitions is added to the merged partitions. Case 3, count c is
much less than a quarter of p, (c <- p)- This indicates that the document has very few
4

words with similar meanings. In this case all the semantic partitions with rank greater two
are merged together including a random selection of three quarters of the remaining
semantic partitions. The improved MergeSemanticPartition algorithm is shown in Figure
3.1.4.2b.
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Algorithm 3.4(b): (Merging Semantic Partitions)
Algorithm 3.4(b): MergeSemanticPartitions(RSEM-P, Rank)
Input: Ranked Semantic Partitions, RSEM-P for every Processed Text Document in T, Rank
Output: Merged Semantic Partitions , MSEM-P
variable: 1. semantic_partition_count /*This will hold the number o f semantic partitions
with rank greater than 2. */
2. Merge_Semantic_partition_list, MSEM P. /* to hold merged semantic partitions */
Begin
1. For every ranked semantic partition in set RSEM-P, do
1.1 if ( rank_for_semantic_partition is greater than 2)
increment the value o f semantic_partition_count /*this value is
used to identify the distribution o f the generated semantic partition*/
2. /*semantic_partition_count can have 3 range o f values as described in the
following three cases*/
Case 1: /* semantic_partition_count has a value more than half o f the overall
semantic partitions. This is seen as a normal distribution, implying that a
document is well represented by the generated semantic partitions. */
Merge all the semantic partitions with rank greater than 2 and store these
partitions into merge_semantic_partition list, MSEM P.
Case 2: /*Semantic_partitions_count has a value less than half but greater than a
quarter o f the overall semantic partitions. This is seen as a skewed distribution
implying that a document has few words related in meanings. */
Merge all the semantic partition with rank greater than two and randomly select
partitions from the rest o f the remaining 1/2 o f semantic partitions. Store all the
selected semantic partitions into list, MSEM-P.
Case 3: /*semantic_partitions_count has a value less than a quarter o f the overall
semantic_partitions. In this case the document is seen as having veiy little
or no semantically related words. However, we must still select words to
represent this document. */
Merge all the semantic partitions with elements more than 2 and randomly select
partitions from the remaining % o f the semantic partitions. Store these merged
partitions into list, MSEM P.
return (merged_semantic_partition list, MSEM P);

end

Figure 3.1.4.2b: The Merging Partition Algorithm
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Step 5: Mining Partition
Each of the resulting groups in step 4 is seen as a transaction set and can be processed
using data mining algorithms, the Apriori algorithm (Agarwal and Srikant, 2000) will be
used to identify frequent terms in each group. Each semantic partition in the group is
taken as a transaction representing its original document in the transaction set.

A

minimum support of 2 is given to mine frequent patterns in the transaction set shown in
Table 3.1.3.
C andidate 1

Support

Candidate 1

Support

Items

Count

Items

Count

D atabase

1

Equipm ent

1

T ech n o lo g y

2

Storage

1

Relational

1

M edia

1

Research

1

Information

2

System s

3

Transaction

1

Data

3

M anagem ent

1

M odels

1

A n alysis

2

O bject-oriented

1

W arehouse

1

Object-relational

1

P rocessing

3

C om puter

1

Sum m arization

1

Hardware

1

Operating

2

program

1

Items (T erm s)

Support
Count

T ech n ology

2

System s

3

Data

3

Information

2

A n alysis

2

P rocessing

3

operating

2

Table 3 .1 .4 Frequent 1 item set,

Table 3.1.3: Candidate 1 itemset, C x
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L{

Candidate 2 Item sets

Support
count

tech n ology, system s

1

tech n ology, data

2

tech n ology, information

1

tech n ology, analysis

1

tech n ology, p rocessing

0

tech n ology, operating

0

system s, data

1

system s,inform ation

1

system s,analysis

0

system s, processing

3

system s, operating

2

data, information

1

data, analysis

1

data, processing

1

data, operating

0

inform ation, analysis

1

inform ation, processing

1

inform ation, operating

1

analysis, p rocessing

0

analysis, operating

0

processin g, operating

2

Table 3.1.5: Candidate 2 itemset, C2

c,
Frequent 2 item sets

Support

Candidate 3 Item sets

Count

Support
Count

T ech n ology, data

2

T ech n ology, data, system

1

System s, p rocesing

3

T ech n ology, data, p rocessing

0

System , operating

2

T ech n ology, data, operating

0

P rocessin g, operating

2

System , p rocessing, operating

0

Table 3.1.6: Frequent 2 Itemset, L2 in C2

Table 3.1.7: Candidate 3 Itemset, C3
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None of the itemsets in Table 3.1.7, C3, has the desired minimum support therefore the
Apriori algorithm terminates. There are two frequent item sets generated from the
transaction set in Table 3.1.4, Lx and L2 as shown in Table 3.1.6.

Step 6: Generating Concept Hierarchies and HashMap Identifiers
All the frequent identified terms will be placed in a concept hierarchy where the highest
scoring term is the root or hierarchy header. Scoring is calculated depending on the
support of a term in the transaction set. Support (item i in Lt) = Count of item i in the
transactions/ Total number of transactions. For example, the support for all items in L{ is
done as follows; Support(technology) = 2/5 =0.4 x 100 = 40 %, Support(data) = 3/5 =0.6
x 100 = 50 %, Support(system) = 4/5 =0.8 x 100 = 80 %, Support(processing) = 3/5 =0.6
x 100 = 60 %, Support(technology) = 2/5 =0.4 x 100 = 40 %.

Building the concept hierarchy is done by ordering the support count in levels, for
example, there are three levels using the support count calculated for items in I , , {80%,
60% 40%}. The final concept hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.1.5.

Level 1

system

(80% Support)

Level 2

data

(60% Support)

processing

Level 3

technology

(40% Support)

operating

Figure 3.1.5: A Concept Hierarchy for Frequent 1 items, Z,
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The algorithm for generating Concept Hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.1.5.1.

Algorithm 3.5: (Generate ConceptHierarchy)
Algorithm 3.5: GenerateConceptHierarchy(MSEM-P)
Input: Merged Semantic Partitions (MSEM-P)
Output: Concept Hierarchy CH
Variables: MinSup//minimum support
set L of frequent patterns
set Level to hold terms with similar support
Begin
1. Generate sets o f frequent patterns, L by passing the set o f merged semantic partitions,
MSEM P into the Apriori algorithm./* A call to Apriori contains the semantic partitions
and a minimum support, MinSup; Apriori (MSEM P, MinSup)*/
2. For each set Li o f identified frequent patterns in set L, do
2a. Sort frequent set Lt according to their support;
2b. Group all items in set Li with similar support starting from highest support to the
lowest. /*This grouping forms the levels known as concept hierarchy, CH*/
return (concept hierarchy, CH);

End
Figure 3.1.5.1: The algorithm to Generate Concept Hierarchies

A last scan of the database will be done, this scan will be used to populate a binary
HashMap which will be used to identify the documents that contains the words in the
concept hierarchy. This portion is lacking in data mining algorithms, normally after
frequent terms are generated, there is no data structures that links the rules generate to the
original database. This is very important in text information mining, since only a portion
of a text document is used in identifying frequent patterns; one would like to be able to
track down represented documents.
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Step 6: Generate HashMap Identifier
Algorithm 3.6 G en erateH ash M ap Id en tifier()
Input: The concept hierarchy CH w ith different lev els L
OutPut: A H ashM apIdentifier, HMI
Variables: Table H ashM apIdentifier /* all entries initialized to 0* /

Begin
1. For every L ev el L in the concept hierarchy CH,
la . For every w ord w in L ev el L
lb . For every token t in clean ed text docum ent ,TC
I f (w ord w in L ev el L is sim ilar to token t)
lc . Update the entry for w ord w in HashM apIdenfier table from 0 to 1

End

Figure 3.1.5.2: The algorithm for Generating HashMap Identifier

Every column in the Binary HashTable will represent a unique document, see Table
3.1.8, every row represents a term in the concept hierarchy. Each entry ij represents the
presence of concept i in document j, that is if term i is in j then the {ij} = 1 otherwise = 0.
A tally of all elements in a column j with 1 entry represents the total number of concepts
in the hierarchy that are in document d j , columnsum. A tally of all elements in a row
that have a 1 entry represents the total number of documents that a level represents,
row sum .

L evels

Dl

D2

D3

D4

D5

R ow Sum

L evel 1

1

0

1

1

1

4

L evel 2

1

1

1

1

1

5

L evel 3

1

1

0

1

1

4

C olum nSum

3

2

2

3

3

Table 3.1.8: A HashMap Binary Identifier 'or the Concept Hierarchy in Figure 3.1.4.2

Classifying a New Document with the Generated Concept Hierarchy
The concept hierarchy in Figure 3.1.5 is the main model for classifying a new document.
First, a document to be classified goes through the same stages of identifying the
semantics partitions. Only the highest ranked semantic partitions are retained, these will
be the deciding factor on which class a document belongs to. For example Figure 3.1.6
contains a document D6 that we wish to classify. After preprocessing and identifying the
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semantics of the words in D6, semantic partitions are formed as shown in Table 3.1.9.
The highest ranked partition is SEM-P8 = {processes, application, programs, language,
operating, system}. Now a string match is done on the terms in the concept hierarchy in
Figure 3.1.6 with the words in SEM-P8. It can be observed that SEM-P8 is represented in
every levelof the concept hierarchy since words in SEM-P8 are present in levels1, 2 and
3 inFigure. It can be inferred that the concept hierarchy in Figure 3.1.6 is a good
representation for D6.
T here are a num ber o f ways in which the requirements for mutual exclusion can be satisfied
One way is to leave the responsibility with the process that wish to execute concurrently.
Thus processes, whether they are system program s or application programs would be
required to coordinate with one another to enforce m utual exclusion with no support from
the program m ing language or the operating system.

Figure 3.1.6: Document D6 to be classified

Sem antic Partitions

Sem antic Partitions

SE M -P 1

number

SE M -P2

w ays

SE M -P9

execute

SEM -P3

requirem ent

SE M -P 10

required

SE M -P4

mutual

SE M -P 11

coordinate

SEM P-5

exclu sion

SE M -P 12

another

SE M -P6

satisfied

SE M -P 13

enforce

SE M -P7

responsibility

SE M -P 14

Support

SE M -P8

p rocesses, application, programs, language, operating, system .

Table 3.1.9: The Identified Semantic Partitions for Document D6
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A modification of the HashMap in Table 3.1.8 is done as a new document, D6 is to be
added to the hashMap. The resulting updated HashMap is shown in Table 3.1.10.
L evels

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

R ow Sum

L ev el 1

1

0

1

1

1

1

5

L ev el 2

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

L evel 3

1

1

0

1

1

1

5

C olum nSum

3

2

2

3

3

3

Table 3.1.10: An Updated dashMap a ter Adding Document D6.

3.2 Description of Enhanced Semantic Partitions (ESEM-P)

With a huge volume of text documents to be processed where the average number of
words in each document could grow to thousands, this would also generate a huge
amount of terms in each semantic partition. To reduce this huge volume of terms,
weighting and ranking mechanism will be used for each term in a semantic partition.

Four measures will be used to rank each term in a semantic partition; these measures will
be represented in a vector, a semantic partition SEM-P will be represented as; SEM-P =
{t: <ml,m 2,mi ,m 4>, t2<m:,m 2,mi ,m A>, ...t n<ml,m 2,m2,m A>}, where n is the number
terms in the partition. An entry ml in a vector represents the value of measure 1.
Measures to Evaluate Each Term:
1. Term Frequency in the Document:
The number of times a term occurs in the document will be recorded in m l.
2. Term Frequency in entire Document set:
The number of times a term occurs in the entire document will be recorded in m2,
excluding the count of the term in the document being processed.
3. Proper Noun Terms:
If a term begins with a capital letter and its not beginning a sentence will be considered
and recorded in m3.
4. Position of a Term:
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Terms that begin a document, a topic or a subtopic will be recorded in m5. A three term
window is used to determine if a term begins a document. This will give preference to
compound words, for example, if “Database technology” begins a document the term
technology is also given the same weight as the term database.

Each o f the measures will then be multiplied by 10, this will provide a huge margin
between terms thereby giving a clear elimination strategy. If Cut-off threshold (COT)
will then be provided, all term that do not meet the COT will be eliminated from their
semantic partitions.

The algorithm has eight modules just like the Semantic partition algorithm however;
Module 5 of SEM-P algorithm is enhanced using a vector measure for each term in a
partition. All the highest ranked partitions in Figure 3.1.5 are represented as follows;
Dl:{Database <2x10,1x10,0,lxl0>, technology<2x10,2x10,0,lxl0>,
relational<2xl0,0,0,0>, Research<lxl0,0,0,0>, systems<lxl0,5xl0,0,0>,
data< lxl0,6x10,0,0>, models<lxl0,0,0,0>, object-oriented<lxl0,0,0,0>, objectrelational<lxl0,0,0,0>. After a sum of each term vector, Dl={database<40>,
technology<50>, relational<20>, research<10>, systems<60>, data<70>, models<10>,
object-oriented<10>, object-oriented<10>}. If the cut-off threshold is given as 20, then
all the terms that are less than the cut-off threshold are eliminated. Now Dl = {database,
technology, relational, systems, data}. This same procedure is done for the documents d2,
d3, d4 and d5 and results are shown in Table 3.1.9.

D ocum ents

Term s L eft form Each D ocum ent after Pruning

Dl

D atabase, tech n o lo g y , relational, system s, data

D2

Computer, tech n ology, data, inform ation, analysis

D3

Data, m ining, analytical, p rocessing, system s

D4

Operating, system s, processes

D5

Operating, system s, p rocesses, inform ation

Table 3.1.11: A result o f Pmning the Contents o f Figure 3.1.5
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Now, Table 3.1.11 is provided to the Apriori algorithm in step 6, the rest of the ESEM-P
is carried out the same as in SEM-P. The complete algorithm for ESEM-P is shown in
Figure 3.1.9.

3.2.1 Enhanced Semantic-Partitions Algorithm (ESEM-P)

Algorithm 3.2.1 ESEM_P: (Enhanced Semantic Partitions)
■ //An algorithm to generate a classification model for text documents
■ Input: A set T containing n documents
■ Output: A concept Hierarchy (CH) and a HashMap Identifier (HI)
Begin
1. For each Document d in set T do:
1.1 Extract tokens k d with Algorthm Feature Extraction
k d = FeatureExctraction(d) (presented in Figure 3.1.3)
1.2 Find semantically related tokens in k d as semantic partitions, SEM P
SEM-P = GenerateSemanticPartitions( k d ) (presented in Figure 3.1.3.2).
1.3 For each semantic partitions s in SEM-P assign a rank using number of tokens
RSEM-P = RankSemanticPartition(SEM-P) (presented in Figure 3.1.4.1).
1.4 Merge all the semantic partitions in RSEM-P depending on their ranks
MSEM-P = MergeSemanticPartitions(RSEM-P) (presented in Figure
3.1.4.2a and Figure 3.1.4.2.b)
1.4.1a. For each word w in MSEM-P create a vector with four measures, a
predefined cutofthreshold.
1.4.1b. Eliminate all words w in MSEM-P with total vector measure less
than a given threshold.
2. Generate a concept hierarchy (text file) of frequent items by applying the Apriori
Algorithm.
CH = GenerateFrequentPatterns(MSEM-P) (presented in Figure 3.1.5.1)
3. Create a table with 0/1 as entries from the CH levels, this is the HashMapIdentifier
table
HMI = GenerateHashMap Identifier(CH) (presented in Figure3.1.5.2)
End
Figure 3.1.7: Enhanced Semantic-Partitions Algorithm (ESEM-P)
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Chapter 4: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
4.1 Implementation Environments
The performance of the proposed S E M P and E S E M P algorithms will be compared to
the Categorizer in (Zaiane and Antonie, 2002). The experiments consists of two parts; the
first part contains two sections. Section one will test the time to preprocess text
documents and section two will test the time to develop a classifier using the processed
texts. The two times will then be combined and will be taken as the total time to build a
classification model. The second kind of experiment will test the effectiveness of the
developed classification model using a separate set of text documents.

All the

experiments are to be performed on a PC with 3.00 GHz Xeon(TM) CPU and 1.00 GB of
RAM, running on Windows XP Professional Version 2002 Service Park 2. All algorithms
are implemented using Java.

4.2 Performance Measures with Existing Text Collections
In order to effectively evaluate our proposed systems, the same Reuters-21578 text
collection used in (Zaiane and Osmar, 2002) has been used. The Reuters-21578 corpus is
a collection of news articles that appeared in Reuter’s newswire in 1987. This corpus
consists of 22 data files all saved in SGML file format. Each of the first 21 files contains
approximately 1000 text documents. The 22nd file contains 578 documents that are
specifically used by information retrieval researchers for testing purposes as mentioned in
(Zaiane and Antonie, 2002). There is also a separate file containing 132 categories
assigned to the text documents.

To effectively utilize the Reuters-21578 corpus, a Java

file has been implemented to extract the contents in each of the 22 data files and results
saved into individual text file formats.
The performance of the proposed SEM P and ESEM P algorithms has been measured in
two parts. The first part measures the amount of disc space used to hold the original text
documents and the resulting disc space after processing text using the Categorizer in
(Zaiane and Antonie, 2002), the proposed SEM P and ESEM P algorithms. The
execution time is also recorded for all three algorithms is also recorded.
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The second part of evaluation involves the amount of time it take for the three algorithms,
Categorize, SEM P and ESEM P takes in generating association rules and building a
classification model with those rules. The apriori algorithm implemented on WEKA
(REF) for generating association rules has been used. WEKA is a system developed in
Java at University of Waikato, New Zealand. This system contains implementation of
various Machine Learning Algorithms such as, Apriori, Decision Trees and Naives
Bayes. The output of the Apriori serves as input to build a classification model. Each of
the three algorithms Categorizer in (Zaiane and Antonie, 2002), SEM P and ESEM P
has its own classification model.
Original T ext
D ocum ents
(IN P U T S )

C ategorizer
SE M P

P rocessed
T ext
D ocum ents
(O U T P U T S )

A ssociation Rules
A lgorithm (A priori)

E SE M P

R ules Generated
Forms the
C lassification
M odel

Figure 4.2: Overall process in the experiments
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4.3 Experiments on Memory Usage and Text Preprocessing Time
Due to the limitations of the java virtual machine, the amount of documents processed
has been reduced to a maximum of 525 documents, and experiments performed on 6
different groups of text as shown on Table 4.3.1.

Number

of

Documents

Original

Categorizer

SEMP

ESEMP

Documents
Sizes

1.

25

42.4 KB

40.1KB

14.6KB

12.5KB

2.

50

145KB

139KB

63.0KB

54.4KB

3.

75

306KB

279KB

127KB

75.2KB

4.

100

526KB

446KB

210KB

102.4KB

5.

125

804KB

639KB

245KB

213KB

6

150

1.1MB

854KB

275KB

262KB

Total

525

2.9234MB

2.3971MB

934.6KB

719.5KB

Table 4.3.1: Amount o f Disc Space Be ore and After Processing Text

Number

of Categorizer

SEMP

ESEMP

Documents
25

0.797secs

107.282secs

268.939secs

50

5.328secs

446.767secs

671.798secs

100

54.125secs

836.509secs

1256.609secs

Table 4.3.2: Execution Time to PreProcess Text Documents
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Comparison on Memory Reduction
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Figure 4.3.1: Memory Reduction after Preprocessing Text
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Figure 4.3.2: Comparison on Text Document Preprocessing Times

The amount of time it takes to preprocess text in both SEM_P and ESEM P is 75%
higher than the amount of time taken by the Categorizer algorithm. This extra time is
taken to identify the semantic orientation of each word in each document using
WORDNET ontology. Each document processed by either the SEM P or the ESEM P
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algorithm is reduced to its semantic content resulting to fewer amounts of words than in
the Categorizer algorithm.

4.4 Experiments on Building Classification Models
The same approach used in (Zaiane and Antonie, 2002) has been used to build the
proposed classification models. A total of ten categories from the Reuters-21578 corpus
haven picked as classes to generate association rules. The rules having a certain category
as a consequence have been picked to serve as a document classifier. The ten categories
are; acq, com, crude, earn, grain, interest, money-fx, ship, trade and wheat as described in
Reuters-21578 documentation.

Each category is passed together with the outputs from each of the three algorithms, the
Categorizer algorithm in (Zaiane and Antonie, 2002), the proposed SEM P and
ESEM P. A combination of all the rules generated using each of the categories from each
algorithm is done, this is the resulting classification model, an evaluation on how much
time it takes to identify frequent itemsets and generate association rules is tested. The
time to build a classification model using the outputs from the three algorithms is shown
in Table 4.4.1.

Number

of

Categorizer

S EMP

ESEMP

Documents
1.

25

2.043 secs

0.992secs

0.681 secs

2.

50

3.2736secs

1.637secs

1.0912secs

3.

75

5.106secs

2.043secs

1.702secs

4.

100

10.242secs

4.121 secs

3.414secs

5.

125

20.212secs

8.559secs

5.706secs

6

150

35.424secs

10.212secs

6.808secs

Total

525

76.3006secs

26.6712

18.7722secs

Table 4.4.1: Execution Time in Seconds for Building Classification Models
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Execution time com parison on
Building Classification Model
■ Categorizer
■ SEM_P
□ ESEM P
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Figure 4.4.1 Execution time for Building Classification Model with (Apriori)

It’s clear from Table 4.4.1 that the time to build a classification model using association
rules with output generated by the Categorizer algorithm is much slower compared to
both the SEM P and ESEM P algorithms.

4.5 Analysis of Experimental Results
The result in Table 4.4.1 shows a trade off between time and space complexities between
the three algorithms, Categorizer, SEM P and ESEM P. The Categorizer takes a faster
approach in preprocessing original text documents but the resulting documents from this
algorithm is still very huge. Building a classification model from the Categorizer
algorithm takes more time than either the SEM P or the ESEM P algorithms as in Table
4.4.1 and Figure 4.4.1.

The SEM P algorithm takes an original text document, reduces the document to
semantically related words, these words forms semantic partitions which are then merged
to form the final processed document. This processing takes more time that the
Categorizer algorithm, but, the output from the SEM P is much smaller in size and takes
faster time than the Categorizer in

generating association rules and building the

classification model. The ESEM P algorithm takes more time than either the Categorizer
or the SEM P algorithms. However, a further reduction of terms in the merged semantic
partitions generated with SEM P is done by adding a weighted vector to each of the
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words. The words that have a vector weight lower than a given threshold are eliminated
from the semantic partitions resulting to reduced memory space.

The outputs from both the SEM P and ESEM P represents the semantic meaning of each
processed documents, and can therefore serve as a document summary. These summaries
are less bulky than the output from the Categorizer algorithm resulting to faster
classification time and can also be easily sent over networks and shared among various
processes. The main advantage of the SEM P and ESEM P algorithms is that the
generated semantic partitions serves as structured data for popular data mining algorithms
like the Apriori

in (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994)

providing faster association rule

generation and building classification models. These semantic partitions also serve as
document summaries and can be shared among different processes as they are less bulky
and do not overload any given network.

The two algorithms SEM P and ESEM P identifies nouns from any given text
document, any one can use these algorithms and make adjustments as to which part of
speech they wish to process. This adjustment involves just changing the “NOUN” as a
part of speech to a users choice, this change is only in one step. Other adjustments one
can make, a different ontology can be used instead of WordNET which has been used in
the two algorithms to identify the semantic orientations of nouns.

4.5.1 Suggestions to Improve the Preprocessing Time of Both the SEMP and
ESEM_P
Due to the number of iterations involved in generating all the semantic partitions of any
given document, a single process takes a lot of time to process hundreds of documents.
To reduce this time, an observation has been made that original text documents can be
divided into several groups and have several processes preprocessing these groups of text
in parallel and merging the outputs from all the processes to form the classification
model. Assigning only a partial segment of the entire text collection to be processed by a
single processor can greatly improve the time to identify the words semantics.
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Chapter 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis discusses the problem of finding hidden patterns or relations between stored
text documents. Related literature includes techniques for text clustering, text
summarization, feature extraction, information retrieval and association rules.

A new model called Semantic-Partition for document classification is proposed in this
thesis. It aims at capturing the semantic meanings of words in a text document. Words
related in meanings tend to refer to the same thing. By grouping these related words,
semantic partitions are formed for each text document. Having several documents
represented by their semantic partitions, relations between these documents can be
retrieved using a data mining algorithm, Apriori (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994). Each
document’s semantic partitions act as its representation in a transaction dataset. Ranking
the semantic partitions reduces the amount of words chosen to represent a document.
Low ranked partitions are eliminated from the transactions set. This elimination improves
the performance of the Apriori as fewer itemsets are processed.

Given a set of text documents, two algorithms for understanding the contents and
relations in these documents have been proposed. The first algorithm is Semantic
Partitions,(SEM-P). The second algorithm is an enhancement to the Semantic Partitions,
(ESEM-P). Using the reuters-21578 text collection, a classification model has been
generated using the SEM-P and ESEM-P algorithms. A weighting and ranking heuristic
measure for each term in a partition is used in ESEM-P to prune low ranked terms
resulting to improved performance on the ESEM-P over the SEM-P. Each of the two
algorithms contain eight steps: feature extraction, semantic orientation, semantic
partitions and ranking, merging partitions, pruning partitions, association rule mining of
the partitions, forming concept hierarchy of frequent identified terms and generating a
hashmap identifier that shows the documents that contain the frequent identified terms.
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The theoretical and practical implementations of the proposed two algorithms shows
better performance than the categorizer algorithm in (Zaiane and Antonie, 2002) in terms
of storage and classification time. The outputs from the SEM_P and ESEM_P can serve
as input to various machine learning algorithms such as NaivesBayes, Decision Trees,
Clustering and Association Rule Mining. The outputs also serve as document summaries
that can be shared easily among different networks and processes as they require shorter
transfer time compared to the original text documents. The two algorithms can also be
scaled to different uses, in this thesis only nouns are considered in generating semantic
partitions, any one who wishes to use different part of speech needs only change the
“NOUN” entry in the algorithms to the speech of their own choice.

The two proposed algorithms have been developed using Java programming language
due to Java’s ability to interact with WordNet ontology that is used in identifying
semantic orientation of words in text documents.

There are a number of issues to be addressed in the future.
1. Instead of using only document stored as text, the system could be adjusted to handle
different types o f documents, e.g. stream mining of emails and multimedia files.
2. The system can also be improved for use in portable devices such as cell phones
thereby serving as an organizer for text messages, personal notes and promotions from
phone companies.
3. To improve the computation time to develop semantic partitions, parallel processing
could be implemented where by different processes process separate text documents and
then merging their outputs to form the final product.
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